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A B S T R A C T

This thesis is about ’’decision problems concerning properties of 
sets of equations”.

If JC is a first- order language with equality and if P is a 
property of sets of JC - equations, then ’’the decision problem of P in 
JC ” is the problem of the existence or not of an algoritlim̂ which enables us 
to decide whether, given a set 1 of JC - equations, 1 has the property 
P or not. If such an algorithm exists, P is decidable in jC.Otherwise, 
it is undecidable in f.

After surveying the work that has been done in the field, we 
present a new method for proving the undecidability of a property P ,for 
finite sets of X- equations. As an application , we establish the 
undecidability of some basic model- theoretical properties, for finite 
sets of equations of non- trivial languages. Then, we prove the , non - 
existence of an algoritlim for deciding ŵ hether a field is finite and , 
as a corollary, we derive the undecidability of certain properties,for 
recursive sets of equations of infinite non- trivial languages. Finally, 
we consider trivial languages, and we prove that a number of properties, 
undecidable in languages with higher complexity, are decidable in them.
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C H A P T E R  0

INTRODUCTION

§0.0. Introduction

An equation is a universal sentence of a first order language 
with equality of the form (Vv) ((p = iji), where cp and ijj are terms . 
The study of equations, as a separate mathematical discipline, began 
in 1935 \>rith a paper written by Birkhoff [ 1 ]. It has been of great 
importance to Algebraists,because some of the most interesting theories 
to them (the theory of groups, the theory of rings, the theory of 
lattices,to mention just few examples)can be axiomatized by equations.

Global decision problems, concerning properties of sets of 
equations, were raised, for the first time, by Tarski [28 I in 1963. 
They subsequently received consideration mainly by Perkins [ 1 9  ] ,
McKenzie [12 ], McNulty [14 ] and Pigozzi [22 1.These are problems 
of the following kind :

Let X be a countable language and let P be a property of 
sets of equations of X. Is there an algorithm that enables us to 
decide whether, given a finite (or recursive or singleton) set . of 
equations of X, it has the property P ?

If such an algorithm exists, P is called decidable for finite 
(or recursive or singleton) sets of equations in X . Otherwise, it is 
called undecidable. Almost all the properties, examined so far,turned 
out to be undecidable, at least in languages with sufficiently high 
complexity.

Undecidable properties of sets of equations are the focal point 
of this thesis. Our approach is Model-theoretical,with a minimal use 
of formal Recursion theory ând an extended use of informal procedures, 
whenever this is possible.
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Chapter 0 is introductory.Preliminary definitions and results 
from Set theory. Model Theory and Recursion theory are given in §0.1. 
and a system of notations is introduced. § 0.2. deals with equations.

A  classification of the decision problems concerning equations 
is attempted in §0.3. In §0.4., the existing methods for proving the 
undecidability of properties of sets of equations are surveyed and the 
most important results, obtained so far, are given. We conclude the 
chapter with a discussion of the motivation that led us to pursue this 
line of research.

In Chapter 1 a new method of proving the undecidability of 
properties of finite sets of equations 1 is given. As an application, 
the undecidability of the properties :

Pg : The equational theory generated by 1 is equationally complete.

Pj : The first order theory of the infinite models of 1 is complete.

P^ : The first order theory of the infinite models of 2 is model- 
complete .

P^ : 2 has the joint embedding property.

P̂  : The first order theory of the non-trivial models of 2 has the 
' • joint embeddipg^ property.

Pg : The first order theory of the infinite models of 2 has the joint 
embedding property,

for non-trivial languages, is established.

In Chapter 2 the non-existence of an algorithm , for deciding
whether a computable field is finite, is proved. As a consequence of
this fact, the undecidability of properties :

P̂  : 2 has finite non-trivial models.

P̂  : The first order theory of the non-trivial models of I is complete.

Pg : The first order theory of the non-trivial models of 1 is model-
complete^

for recursive sets of equations of infinite strong languages, is 
established.
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The decision problems of properties Pg - Pg ̂ in trivial
languages, are examined in Chapter 3 and algorithms for deciding
whether a finite set Z has each one of the properties are constructed.

Indices of symbols and references can be found at the end of the
thesis.

A final remark on typography. " ” is used as an abbreviation
of "if and only if" while the symbols " □ " and " # " indicate "end
of the proof" and "contradictory statement", respectively.
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§ 0.1. Background material-Notations 

A« From Set Theory

We shall assume familiarity with the basic notions of Set
theory.

The symbols u , n, - stand, respectively, for the operations of 
union, intersection and difference of sets. The symbols e , c, c stand, 
respectively, for the relations of membership, inclusion and proper 
inclusion betiveen sets.

The Cartesian product of a family of sets {X^ :i E 1} is denoted 
by also use the notation Xq x X% x .. .x X^ for the
Cartesian product of a finite family of sets. The complement of a set 
X, is denoted by X.

The empty set is denoted by 0, the set of natural numbers by
CO and the first ordinal, greater than (O, by coj. Otherwise we use
lower case Greek letters a, g, y, 6,... for ordinals. The cardinality 
of an arbitrary set X is denoted by |X|. p^ stands for the i^^ 
prime number.

< is the usual ordering relation between ordinals.An equivalence 
relation in a set X is denoted by ~ . The equivalence class of an 
X E X, with respect to -, is denoted by [x];̂

Let A, B be two sets and C c A. f : A B is a mapping with
domain A and range a subset of B. f/c is the restriction of f to
C. f[C] is the image of C under f. The symbols f: A>->B, f: A-^B, f :

B are used to denote that :f is,respectively,injective,surjective, 
bijective.'

■̂ B stands for the set of all f : A B. If f̂  and f2 belong 
to "̂ B , fj + f2 stands for the usual sum, while fi.f2 stands for the 
usual product of the two mappings.

If a is an ordinal and X is a set, an a-termed sequence in X 
(i.e. a member of ̂ X) is denoted by : 3 < , or simply by x.

B. From Model Theory

We assume the reader is familiar with the elements of First
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order logic and Model theory. Chang's and Keisler's t 4 J will serve as 
a constant reference for definitions and basic results in the field.

Throughout the thesis,X is a countable algebraic language, i.e.
I a first order language with equality, with countably many operation 
symbols, at most countably many constant symbols and no relation symbols. 
In other words, a language of the form

where I and J are sets of natural numbers, Q. is an operation
symbol and c. is a constant symbol.

If the number of non-logical symbols in X is finite, X is
called a finite algebraic language. Otherwise, it is called a denumerable 
algebraic language.

The rank of is denoted by r(i). The language is non
trivial if it contains either at least tivo unary operation symbols or 
at least one symbol of rank greater than one. Otherwise, it is trivial.
The language is strong if it has at least one operation symbol of rank : 
greater than one.

The set of variables is denoted by Va = {v^ : i e to}. We use
" - " , " V ", " A ", " ", " 9 ", " V ", " = ", respectively, for
**not", "or", "and", "implies", "there exists", "for each", "equal".

Sym^ is used for the set of all logical and non-logical symbols 
of the language. I.e.

. Sym^ = Va u { -, v , A , q , v, =} u {Q.}. ̂  ̂  u ^ j

The set of terms of the language is denoted by Teim^. If t e
Temijc and s E^eim^, then t [s] is defined as follows:

i. v^[s] = s^

ii. Cj[s] = Cj

iii. BqQi • • * ~ Q^GoCs] -GjEs} * • •

Exp., Form^, Sent^, 9 -Form^, V-Foim^, V 9 -Foim^ stand, respectively,
for the sets of expressions,formulae, sentences, existential formulae ,
universal formulae and universal-existential formulae of the language X , 
If (? is a formula (or a term) of X, with exactly the variables v%^,
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V , V ,... ,v free in it, ŵ e write (p fv , v ,... ,v ). 
«Î 2̂ *n-i . *0 *1 . %n-i

An X -structure is called an X -algebra. We use Gothic letters
to denote algebras and the corresponding English letters 

A,^B, C, D, ... to denote their universes. If is an operation
symbol, Cj is a constant symbol, t is a term and tp is a formula» 
we use, respectively, the notations c?̂ , t̂  ̂ and (p̂  ̂ for their
interpretation in 31. The cardinality of . 31 is denoted by H 31II. An
algebra is trivial if II 31H = 1.

Let 31 be an X -algebra and X c A. The expansion of X by
X is the language

X^ = X u {c^ : a G X},

obtained from X by adding a new constant symbol c^ for each a g X. 
It is understood that, if a b then c^ # Cy , The expanded algebra 
31^ is the X^-structure, obtained by interpreting each new constant 
s^nbol c^ by the element a. I.e.

6 I’ e J ’ 6

The symbol r denotes the usual satisfaction predicate. So, if
9(v , V , ..., V ) G Foim and < a. , a,, ... a^ . > E , we
write

3£ h (P [^0» a^,... a^_^]

for " (pis satisfied by < a^,... a^^^> in 31".
If I c Sent^ and T c Sent^, the symbols 31 |= Z and T f= Z

stand, respectively, for "31 lis a model of Z " and " Z is a
consequence of T".

■ A first order theory of X is conceived of as containing all 
its consequences. In other words, if 0 c Sent^ , then, 0 is a first 
order theory of X, if and only if

(V cp G  Sentj, ) ((p G  d) *«■ (p 1= (p)

The first order theory generated by a class of X-algebras ^ , 
is the set:
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: Th ̂  = {cp G Sent^ : (V 31 e |= cp)}

The first order theor)̂  generated by à set 1 c Sentf is the set 

0[Z] = {(p G Sent^ : I [= (p).

31 c 33, 3£ < 33, 31 35 and 31 =35 stand, respectively, for "3t is
a substructure of 33”, ”31 is an elementary substructure of 33”,” 31 is 
isomorphic to 33 " and " 3£ is elementary equivalent to 35”. If ̂  is
an X-structure and X c A, the substructure of 31, generated by X, is
denoted by <X>, If ̂ 31. : 3 < is a chain of X-structures, its unionp
is denoted by .u 31 . ̂ 3< a 3

The notations f : 31 -̂ 33 , - f : 31~n35, f : 3Iĥ  35 and f : 3^33 are 
used to denote that f is, respectively,"snhomomorphism of 31 to
33", "an homomorphism of 31 onto 33 ”, "an embedding of 31 to 33 "and 
"an isomorphism between 31 and ;!B". ^

Let 0 be a first order theory of X . 0 is consistent if it
has a model. 0 is g-categorical if any two models of it of cardinality
a are isomorphic. 0 is complete if it is consistent and it sa
tisfies one of the following equivalent statements:

i. Any two models of it are elementary equivalent.
ii. There is no consistent first order theory 0 of X , such 

that 0 g 0.
iii. For any (p e Sentj,, either (p E  0 or - (p E  0.

0 is model-complete if for any two models 31 and 33 of it,such that
^  E 35, it holds that 31 < 3%
0 has the joint embedding property if any two models of 0 are 
embeddable in a third model of it. I.e. if

QfiL h®) CVS H®) ( 3 s h®) (3 £ ( 9 g )

0 is preserved under unions of chains if, for any ordinal g and for
any chain <Ql : g < a)> of models of 0, the union u 31g is a 

3 3 < g
model of 0.

• The following fundamental theorems of Model Theory will be in 
constant use throughout the' thesis:

Theorem 0.1.0 1 Los' - Vaught test ] Let 0 be a consistent theory
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of X that satisfies the following conditions:

a. 0 has no finite models
b. 0 is «-categorical for some infinite cardinal « .

Then 0 is complete.

Theorem 0.1.1. [Lindstrom's theorem] Let 0 be a consistent theory 
of X that satisfies the following conditions:

a. 0 has no finite models.
b. 0 is preserved under the union of chains.
c. 0 is a-categorical for some infinite cardinal «.

Then 0 is model-complete.

Theorem 0.1.2. . A first order theory 0 of X is preserved under
(the unions of chains if and only if it is axiomatizable by a set 
of universal-existential sentences. I.e. if there exists I c V 9 - Sent^ 
such that 0[Z]= 0.

Theorem 0.1.5. [Lbwenheim-Skolem theorem] If a set T of X - 
sentences has an infinite model,then it has models of any given infinite 
power a.

Proofs of the above mentioned theorems can be found,respectively, 
on pages 113, 114, 125 and 67 of Chang's and Keisler's C 4

C. From Recursion Theory and Decision Theory.

We assume the reader understands what is meant by an informal 
algorithm and a function computable by an informal algorithm.
Consequently,he will not find it difficult to understand what a decidable 
set is : A set A is decidable if there is an informal algorithm that 
enables us to decide whether an object x belongs to A or not.

Familiarity with the fundamental concepts of Recursion Theory ,
as developed , for example, in the first chapter of H. Rogers* [ 24 ] ,
is desirable. All the same, it is not a sine qua non for the reading
of this thesis, because we shall introduce, in a comprehensive way,any 
notion from Recursion Theory, we are going to use, and informal 
procedures will be given preference to formal ones, whenever this is
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possible.

Various formal characterisations of the informal notions of 
algorithm, function computable by algorithm and decidable set have been 
obtained since the 1930's. These characterisations have varied widely 
in form but they have been shown to be equivalent. We give here the 
Turing Characterization because we find it closer to our intuition and 
more convenient for our purpose.

We approach the Turing Characterization by the following physical 
picture : Consider the machine T, that is designed to perform the
same task that a human computer performs. It has the following parts:

a. A tape, infinite in both directions, which is divided up 
into squares. A zero or a one is written in each square and all but 
finitely many squares have a zero in them at any one time.

b. A black box that takes one of a finite number of internal 
states, at any one time.
So, the machine looks like this:

Black

The machine is capable of examining only one square at a given 
time and, according to the number it finds in the square and to the 
internal state of the box, it performs one of the following operations:

1. It writes a 0 in the square.
2. It "writes a 1 in the square.
3. It concentrates on "the next square to "the left.
4. It concentrates on "the next square to the right.

If the machine is given an input (i.e. an initial description on the 
tape) it performs a uniquely determined succession of operations, which 
may go on for ever or may terminate after giving an output (i.e. a final 
description on the tape). For further details about its construction and 
its operation see Rogers [ 24 ] and Dâvis [ 5 ].

IVhat should be understood,for our purpose, is that,for each n g 
(0 - 1, each Turing Machine computes an n-ary partial function f from 
(x) to (J, which is defined as follows : Gi"vren the machine any input n - 
tuple < x^,x^,... x^_^ > e , written in the suitable language, if the 
machine halts after giving an output, take f(x^,x^,...,x^_^)to be the
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total number of ones appearing on the tape.
• An n-ary partial function from w to w is called recursive 

if there is a Turing Machine that computes it. A set A e co is called 
recursive if its characteristic function 0^ is recursive.

/ The thesis that Turing Machines,partial recursive functions and 
recursive sets are an adequate formal explicatum for the ‘ intuitive 
notions of numerical algorithms, number-theoretical functions computable 
by algorithms and decidable sets of natural numbers, respectively, is 
known as Church's Thesis. Although such a thesis is not susceptible to 
a strict mathematical proof, the evidence for its correctness is 
overwhelming. For a detailed discussion of the evidence we refer the 
reader to Kleene's [ 9 ]. We accept Church's thesis as correct and we
are able from now on to treat, in a formal wny, questions concerning
numerical algorithms, number-theoretical algorithmic functions , and 
decidable sets of natural numbers.

Since the original informal notions concern much broader 
classes of non-numerical objects, the following question is naturally 
raised : Is there any w^v to apply our formal theory of recursive 
functions to such broader classes of objects ? There is no difficulty 
in defining Turing Machines which operate with finite alphabets other 
that { 0 ,1  } and the resulting theory is essentially the same. Indeed,
we could use any decidable set as an alphabet. But,for our purpose, it
will be better to reduce other alphabets to { 0 , 1 } ,by Goedel Numberings^ 
as follows :

If A is a countable set of objects, which is decidable in the 
intuitive sence of the term, a Goedel Numbering of A is an injective 
mapping g : A*-» w, with the following properties :

a. g is an informal algorithm
b. g is an informal algorithm
c. g [A] is a recursive set.

The number g(x), assigned to x through g, is called the Goedel •
number of x. A subset B of A is called recursive if its image
g [A ] is recursive. An n-ary function f from A to A is called*
recursive if the number-theoretical function f̂ , given by the rule:

£g(g(X()), ...,gCVi)) =

is recursive.
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A Turing Machine T can be identified with the finite set of 
instructions that determines its operation. The finite set of instructions 
can be expressed, in a purely mathematical way, as a finite set of 
quadruples of natural numbers. So, a Turing ̂ lachine becomes a mathematical 
object. It is known that the set of all Turing Machines TT^i.e. the set 
of instructions associated with them) can be given a Goedel Numbering G
such that Gff] = cj.(See Rogers' [ 24 ] , pg 21 )

' . . - • - '

Goedel Numberings have a wide range of application to logic 
because, given any countable first order language,one can find a Goedel 
Numbering of the set of its formal expressions .One can consequently ask 
whether a set or a set of sets of expressions is decidable and,using 
Recursion Theory, he can have a strict mathematical proof of the correct 
answer.............................................. ......

Let X = g J, {Cj}j g be V a . countable algebraic
language. Throughout the thesis, ĝ, : Sym̂  ̂ w is taken to be the 
following mapping: ,

gjc(-)=0, g^(v)=1, g^(A)=2, g^M=3, g^(=)=4, g^CV)=5, ^(9) =6

%  ̂7 + 3 n , V n e u
g^CQi) = 7 + (3i+1), V i G I

g^(Cj) - 7 f (3j+2), V j G J

Obviously, ĝ  is a Goedel numbering of the set of symbols of X, 
while g* : Exp^ -»■ w, which is given by:

T-r gr(o.)+1
Va = <ao,ai,...Qĵ _̂ > e Exp^, g*(a)= | } p^

i <n
is a Goedel numbering of the set of expressions of the language.

It is intuitively clear to us that the sets Term^, Fom^ and 
Sent^ are recursive. If the reader cannot convince himself with anything 
but foimal proofs, he can find them in Monk’s [15 ]. Then, following
the method described there, he can construct his oivn proofs of facts 
we will assume to be intuitively clear.
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§ 0.2, Equations and equational classes of algebras

Let X be a countable algebraic language.
An equation of X is a universal sentence of the form ( V v ]

( îp = ^ , where cp and 0 are teims. We denote by Eq̂  the set of
equations of the language X. Consequently,

Eq^ = |(Vv)((p = 0) :(pe Term^ ,0 e Term^ |

If I is a set of equations of X, we denote by Mod Z the class of
all X-algebras which are models of Z, i.e.

Mod Z = { 31 : 3C 1= Z}

A class 33 of X-algebras is a variety or an equational class if it 
consists of all the models of some Z c Eq^. I.e.

( 33 is a variety) (9 Z c Eq.) (35= ModZ )

The fragment of first order logic that deals with equations is_ 
known as Equational Logic.It has been of great importance to algebraists, 
because the most interesting classes of algebras (with the remarkable 
exeption of the class of fields) are equational classes. For example, 
the class of semigroups can be treated as the class of all models of the 
equation (V v^v^v^) (Vq.(v .̂v )̂ = (v̂ .v̂ ) .v̂ ) of the language X =<.>, 
while the class of groups, can be treated as the class of all models 
of the set

G = CVVpVjVj C (V().Vj).V2 =Vj.CVi.V23),CVv„)(Vj.Vp;1),CVVjHVj.1=Vp)j

of equations of the language X = < ., \  1 > . Abelian groups. Rings, 
Lattices and Boolean algebras can also be equationally defined ;that is 
to say, in each individual case, the class of algebras can be considered 
as Mod Z , for a suitable Z .

We have not given definitions of the above mentioned elementary 
algebraic notions, but the reader can find them in any standard text 
of Abstract Algebra.

It is now generally agreed that Equational Logic draws its origin 
from Birkhoff’s C l ] ,  which appeared in print in 1935.
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In this paper, Equational Logic is treated for the first time as 
a formal system with the following five axioms of derivation:

1. V (p E Teim^ , the equation (V v) (cp = (j) ) holds.

2. V <cp , 0> E ^Term^, if (V v) (cp = 0) holds, then (V y) (0 = cp )
holds.

3. V <cp,0,X> E T̂ermg, if (V v) (cp = 0) and (V v)(0 = X) hold, 
the equation (V v) (cp = X)holds.

4. V < (P, ili> 6 T̂ermj, and V ii e “Ternij. , i£ (V v) (<P = ®)holds,
then (V v) (cpCnl = 01n])holds.

5. For any operation s>mibol of the language and any two .
sequences < ' * *’̂ r(i)-l ̂  ’ < 0Q,0^,... ^x(i)-l^ terms of the
language, if the equations (V v) (cp̂ = 0̂ )̂ hold for all i’s , then
(Vv) (Qi<P̂ <Pj ... ®r(i)-l " Vo'^^r" ’̂'rCi)-!̂  holds.

As one would expect, axioms 1-5 are part'of the axioms of
derivation for first order logic. We adopt Birkhoff’s axiomatization,and 
we say that, given I u {£} c Eq^ , £ is derivable from 2 by means of
axioms 1-5 (in symbols 1 |-ĝ  £) if there exists a proof of £,starting
from 1 and using only the rules 1-5.

In the above mentioned remarkable paper, Birkhoff proves a 
■ completeness theorem for equational logic, which is entirely analogous 
to the Goedel Completeness Dieorem for first order logic and a : 
characterization theorem, which provides a .purely algebraic
characterization for equational classes of algebras. These two important 
theorems, which we are going to use repeatedly,are given here without 
proofs : * .
Theorem 0.2.0. (Completeness Theorem for Equational Logic) .
For any algebraic language X, and any Z u {e} c Eq^ , it holds:

Z [= £ if and only if Z £

Theorem 0.2.1 . (Characterization Tlieorem for Varieties of Algebras)
A class 33 of X-algebras is a variety iff it is closed under the,
formation of subalgebras, homomorphic images and direct products.

In other words, 33 is a variety iff it has the following . three 
properties :

1. (V%E%X)(V :3cni)(35E33)

2. (V2ie25){V£ : 21 ̂ 23) CfCO e
3. (V (2(^:1 G I) ca3)( n  G23)

i E I
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We introduce below some basic notions from Equational Logic.which 
will be in constant use throughout the thesis:

A set 0 of equations of X is an equational theory if it, 
contains all its equational consequences, i.e. if it holds:

(V e E Eq^) (0 k £ ^ £ E 0)

If is a class of X-algebras, the equational theory generated by
is the set

H ie K  = {£ 6 Eqjj, : (V2£ (2(1= e))

If Z is a set of equations of X, the equational theory generated by 
Z is the set

Ggq [ Z ] = {£ E Eq^ : Z [= £ }

The equational theory 0 is called recursively based,or finitely based ̂ 
or one-based , if there exists Z c Eq^ , which is,respectively,recursive, 
or finite or a singleton, with the property 0^^ [Z ] = 0.Tlie equational 
theory 0 is equationally consistent if it has a non-trivial model or, 
equivalently, if it is a proper subset of Eq^. The equational theory 0 
is equationally complete if it is equationally consistent and satisfies 
one of the following equivalent statements :

i. There is no equationally consistent equational theory 0,such 
that 0 E 0 ,

ii.Any two non-trivial models of 0 satisfy the same equations.

Pinally, we give the following definition: Let 0 be an
equational theory of the language X ^ j, {Cj}j ^ j> and let
~g be the binary relation, defined as follows :

( V < 0, 0 > E 2Term^) ^'^CVv)(0=0)E 0 )

It can be easily checked that ~g is a congruence relation in the
set Tern^ , i.e. an equivalence relation in Term^, with the property 
"for any operation symbol and for any < (Og , ... ^
<0^,... > sequences of terms, if the relations hold
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for all n’s , then the relation Q-00 ... 0 . = Q.0 0 ..0 ...
holds".

Consider now the quotient set /^g . Because of the fact
that ~g is a congruence relation in Term̂ ,, the algebra

2t=<rem,

where a) the intei'pretation of any constant symbol Cj in %  is its 
equivalence class under ~g (i.e. c^ = CcJ ), and

b) the interpretation of any operation symbol in 3C is the 
operation defined by the rule:

Qi = CQi'P-.'Pj.f-y.j]

is well-defined. Call 31 the term algebra of 9 and denote it by
^ 0  .

The reader with an elementary knowledge of universal Algebra will 
immediately recognise that if 0 is equationally consistent, Zg is, 
in fact, the free algebra in w generators of the class of models of 
the equational theory 0.

In the course of proving his completeness theorem for equational 
logic, Birkhoff [ 1 ] proves that the equational theory generated by
the algebra Zg coincides with 0 .For any term 0 of X, it is obvious '
that the following relation holds :

%g
[0] = 0 (CVg], [Vj], ...[V^]...).

Consequently, the set : i E w} is a set of generators
for Zg. If 0 is equationally consistent, then, the above mentioned
set is infinite, because the hypothesis that "for some distinct i and
j, it holds that [v^] = [Vj]",leads to the contradictory statement 
" 0 = Eq^

Since these remarks about the term algebras are of great
inqx)rtance to us, ŵ e summarize them in the following theorem :

Theorem 0.2.2. For any equational theory 0, the following 
statements hold :

"^Eq^G  ̂®
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b . SL = <{[v ] : n E 0)} >cl n
c. I£ 0 is equationally consistent, then [v^] # [v ] for any 

m n.

A great number of interesting results concerning sets of 
.equations have been obtained,but a lot of questions still remain 
open. An exposition of individual results would fall beyond the scope 
of this thesis. For the interested reader, th%;ough, two excellent survey 
papers of the work done up to 1975 are available. These are Pigozzi’s 
[21 1 and Taylor’s [ 29 ].
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§ 0.3. Decision problems concerning sets of equations.

Various decision problems about sets of equations naturally 
arise. They can be classified into lavo major categories. Local problems, 
which concern individual sets of equations and global problems, which 
concern properties of sets of equations in general.

A. Local Decision problems.

If X is a countable algebraic language and 0 is an equational 
theory of X , the decision problem of 0 is the problem of whether 0 
is decidable or not. Formally speaking, if g* is the Goedel numbering 
of the expressions of the language, defined in 0.1, it is the problem 
of whether the set of natural numbers g^[0] is recursive or not.

Obviously, the theory Eq̂  is decidable for any X. It is also 
clear that the equational theory Thg^lt,generated by a finite algebra, - 
is decidable. Since any recursively based and equationally complete 
equational theory is decidable, a number of well-known theories tum out 
to be decidable. We mention as . such the . equational theories of 
Distributive Lattices, of Boolean Algebras, of p-groups for any prime • 
number p (i.e. abelian groups satisfying the equation (Vv^) (pv̂  =0)) 
and the equational theory of p-rings for any prime number p (i.e. 
commutative rings with unit satisfying the equations (Vv^) (p v̂  = 0)and 
(V Vq) (v̂ "̂  = 1)). Equational completeness is not,of course, a necessary 
condition for the decidability of a recursively based equational theory, • 
as the fact that the equational theories of Lattices and Abelian groups 
are decidable indicates.

Post [ 23 ] was the first to construct a finitely based undecidable 
equational tJieory. This was a theory of semigroups. Later,other examples 
of finitely based undecidable equational theories, in a variety of 
languages, were given, primarily by Tarski [ 27 3, Perkins C 20 3,Malcev 
[ 10 3 and Mürskiï [ 16 3. Up to now, we don't know whether there exists ■ 
a finitely based equational theoiy of groups, ŵ hich is undecidable.

It ■ should be mentioned here, that tJie decision problems for
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equational theories can be considered as a particular case of the famous 
word problems, which have been the focal point of intense research by 
Universal Algebraists (Post [ 23 ] and Markov [11 ] proved that there
exists a finite presentation of a semigroup witli unsolvable word problem 
while Boone and Novikov [2,183 proved that there exists a finite 
presentation of a group with unsolvable word problem, in order to mention 
only the most famous results). Under the formulation we give below, word 
problems can be treated as local problems concerning sets of equations : 

Let 0 be an equational theory, in 'the countable algebraic 
language X. We enlarge the language, by adding a set of new constant 
symbols C = {c- : i E 1}. Let R be a set of equations of the language 
X' = X u C, with no variables in it.A presentation < C,R > of a model of 
^  is an X'-algebra It , which is generated by the set { c^: i e  I } 
and satisfies the equations 0u R.TIie word problem for the presentation 
< C,R > of a model of 0 is the problem of the existence or not of
an algorithm that enables us to decide whether, given any two c-words
(i.e. any two constant terms of X'),they are equal in this presentation
or not. In other words, it is the problem of wliether the set

I < u, V > E^(c-words) : R U0 [= u = v|

is decidable or not. We say, accordingly, that the presentation has a 
solvable word problem or an unsolvable word problem.

If we consider a presentation <C ,R> of a model of 0, with
|l| =0) and R = 0, then this presentation becomes, in fact, the term 
algebra Zg, expanded in X ' by the set of individual constants {[v̂ 3: 
n E (j} ; Consequently, the word problem for this presentation is 
identical with the decision problem for 0,as Theorem 0.2.2. indicates.

B. Global decision problems.

 ̂Let X be a countable algebraic language and let P be a 
property of sets of equations of X . The decision problem of P in X is 
the problem of tlie existence or not of an algoritlim that enables us to 
decide whether, given a set Z c Eq^ , Z has the property P or not. 
If such an algorithm exists, P is called decidable in X. Otherwise , 
it is called undecidable in ' X .
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The above formulation of the decision problem of P in j C  ,
 ̂ contains the vague statement "given 1 c Eq^ How is 1 givenîls every
. form of giving 1 suitable for our purpose ? Are there more than one
suitable foimis?

A first observation is that, in order to be able to formulate our
problem in a strict mathematical way and to solve it by the help of
Recursion Tlieory, the relevant sets must be given in a fom that implies 
an indexing of them (i.e. a representation of each one of them by a 
natural number).

According to the kind of the examined sets (i.e. recursive or 
finite or singletons), they can be given in various acceptable forms .

, Recursive sets 1 can be given by an algorithm that calculates their 
characteristic function or by an algorithm that calculates a function 
with domain 1 and the statement that they are recursive, to mention 
only two examples. Finite sets and singletons can be given as recursive 
sets and in, at least, one further way : By writing dô vn their members in 
the forni {Bg, â , â , ... â _ }̂.

Consequently^our original general decision problem of P in f 
splits into a number of separate problems dependent upon the kind of tlie 
given sets and the fom in which the sets are given.

Are these problems related to one another and, if so, what sort 
of relationship exists?

Suppose that we have chosen a form in which the three kinds of 
sets can be given (e.g. by a set of instructions for calculating their 
characteristic functions). Then, obviously, a negative solution for 
singletons would yield a negative solution for finite sets, and this 
would yield a negative solution for recursive set. The converse 
implication holds for positive solutions.

On the other hand, suppose that we have chosen one kind of sets 
(e.g. finite) and two forms of giving them (e.g. by writing doAvn their 
members and by giving instruction for their characteristic functions).The 
corresponding decision problems, say A and B, are not necessarily 
related to one another. They are related if and only if there is a 
uniform way of going from the one form to the other; in other words,if 
and only if there is an algorithm that gives, for each set in the form 
A, the same set in the form B, or conversely. ' Indeed, if we tan go 
unifomnly from A to B, then a negative solution to A provides a 
negative solution to B while, a positive solution to B provides a 
positive solution to A.
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After having elucidated any kind of vagueness in the informal 
conception of the decision problem of a property P in jC , we now
advance to give rigorous mathematical formulations of it,______for
singletons, finite sets and recursive sets of 1 -equations :

From our experience we know that the most probable solution to 
such problems, in equational logic, is the negative one (Uiere are 
some exeptions : Burris [ ] gave a positive solution to the decision
problem of the property ' !" 1 has a finite non-trivial model"for 
languages with no operation s)mibols of rank greater than one.Hence, 
our effort is to formulate our problems in ways that provide a maximal 
number of negative solutions to decision problems of P, in one go.
Justified by the remarks made above,we make, thus, the following
conventions :

From this point onward throughout this thesis

a. "given a singleton I" means "given 1 in the form {a}"

b. "given a finite 2" means "given 1 in the form *̂ 2**̂ n-2
and

c. "given a recursive Z" means " given an algorithm for • 
calculating its characteristic function " .

Suitable goedel numberings are also required :
Let G be the goedel numbering of the set of Turing Machines (or 

equivalently, of the set of consistent sets of instructions that are 
associated with the Turing Machines).

Let g be a goedel numbering of the symbols of £ . We have 
f   -

seen how ĝ  yields a goedel numbering g* of the set of expressions •
of the language. This also yields a goedel numbering ĝ  of the finite 
sets of expressions of the language , by mapping each
2 = ( &o, ••• V i ^

= n  pg*( 
i < n

where Pg*[a.) the g*(a^)-th prime number.

Using these numberings, we are now in the position to formulate 
our problems :

a) Let A be the image of the set Eq^ through g*, and let
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B - {X : (x G A) A (g* (̂x) has the property P)}.

The decision problem of P for single equations of £ is the
problem of the existence or not of a partial recursive function (p such
that

i. for any x G A, cp is defined and

ii. (for x G A n B, (p[x) = 1 \
(for X G A n B, (p(x) = 0 ,

b) Let A be the image of the set of finite sets . of equations
through g**, and let

B = {X : (x e A) A (g**  ̂(x) has the property P)}

The decision problem of P for finite sets of jC-equations is
the problem of the existence or not of a partial recursive function cp
with properties i and iij for these A and B.

c) Let A be the image of the set of Turing Machines under G, 
which calculate characteristic functions of images of sets of £ -equations 
under g , and let

B = |x:(x G A) A (G  ̂(x) calculates the characteristic
function of g*[Z] for a set 
I with the property P)

The decision problem of P for recursive sets of £- equations 
is as before,for these A and B.

The three femulations are justified by Church’s Thesis and by 
the properties of goedel numberings.

Decision problems of properties of sets of equations appeared,for 
the first time,in 1968, in an expository article by Tarski [ 28 ].TIiere, 
tlie decision problems of the properties

0. Gp [Z] is equationally consistentnq
1. GL [Z] is decidableEq
2. 0p LE] is equationally complete

3. there exists a finite algebra 21, so that Thĝ 21 =
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4. [I ] has a basis of given cardinality w , which cannot be 
reduced any further,

for finite sets of equations and for singletons were raised.Perkins [19] 
gave negative solutions to problem 0 for finite sets of equations in 
any strong language, and to problems 1-3 for finite sets of equations 
in any language witli at least two binary operation symbols and at least 
two constant symbols. Later McNulty [14] extended Perkins' results and 
gave a negative solution to problem 4. A number'of other properties were 
examined by McKenzie [ 12 ], McNulty [ 14 ] and Pigozzi [22 ], almost 
all of which turned out to be undecidable, at least in languages with 
sufficiently high complexity.

In the above mentioned article by Tarski, another decision 
problem of P in f was raised. This is

d) The decision problem of P for finite JC-algebras i.e. the
problem of the existence or not of an algorithm that enables ' us to 
decide whether the equational theory .Th^^K,generated by a given finite 
jC-algebra , has the property.

Obviously, Th^lt is equationally consistent if and only if U  is 
non trivial. So, the property " I is an equationally consistent 
equational theory " is decidable for finite X - algebras in any X . 
McKenzie proved that the property ’’ 1 is an equationally complete 
equational theory" is also decidable for finite X -algebras in any X . 
An outstanding open problem of type d, is the decision problem of the 
property "I is a finitely based equational theory" for finite algebras.

We don’t give here a strict mathematical formulation of the
problem d, because we are not going to deal with it any further.The 
focal point of this thesis is decision problems of types b and c,and 
in §0.4, a survey of the existing methods of dealing with them and a 
summary of the results obtained so far is given.

Before closing this brief exposition of the decision problems 
concerning equations, we should mention a problem that stands on the 
borderline between local and global problems :
Let 0 be a fixed finitely based equational theory of X . Is there an
algorithm that enables us to decide whether a finite set I of equations
of X is a basis of 0? A finitely based equational theory 0,for which 
such an algorithm exists, is a base-decidable equational theoi*)'' and the 
problem,mentioned above,is the base-decidability problem of 0 .
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Obviously, any finitely based and undecidable equational theory is base- 
undecidable. The converse is not true, as Perkins showed that the 
decidable theory Eq^, for a language with just one binary operation 
symbol, is base-undecidable. McNully C 13 3 found a very simple criterion 
for base-undecidability of equational theories, as an application of 
which, almost all the well-known equational theories are proved to be 
base-undecidable.
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§0.4. Survey of the existing methods of proving the 
undecidability of properties of sets of equations.

Undecidable properties of sets of equations are the main concern 
of this thesis; i.e. properties P of sets of X-equations, for which 
there is no algorithm tliat enables us to decide whether, given a 
recursive (or finite or singleton) set of equations of X̂  it has the 
property P. '

A number of methods for proving the undecidability of properties 
of sets of equations have been developed since 1963. Altliough tables of 
individual results, obtained by these, are available in the literature 
(McNulty [14 ] and Taylor [ 29 ]),no expository article about the 
methods themselves is known to me. It seems appropriate here to survey 
the existing techniques, before moving on to present new ones :

A decision problem is effectively reducible to another if an 
algorithmic solution to the second yields an algorithmic solution to the 
first. Hie common feature of all the existing methods under discussion 
is that, in order to prove the undecidability of a property P, they 
effectively reduce a well-known not algoritlimically solvable decision 
problem to the decision problem of P.
None of them uses formal recursion theory but the reader is left in no 
doubt that the given informal procedures have a formal equivalent,vhich 
can be obtained routinely.

A. Perkins* Method (for finite sets of equations) [19 ]

In Hall [6 ], it is proved that the word problem'of a finite 
presentation of a semigroup is reducible to the word problem of a 
presentation of a semigroup on two generators and finitely many relations. 
Since it is well known that a finite presentation of a semigroup with 
unsolvable word problem exists ( Post [ 2 3  ] ) , we deduce that there
exists a presentation <{a,b}, R> of a semigroup on two generators and 
finitely many defining relations with unsolvable word problem. . Perkins 
uses this fact in order to prove the undecidability of the properties 
0-3, which we mentioned on pg 24, for finite sets of equations, in 
languages with at least two binary operation symbols and at least two 
constant symbols.
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Hie method is the following:
Let P be the property under examination and let X be the 

language in which the examination is being performed.
The fact that < {a,b} , R > has an unsolvable word problem 

is expressed by the statement that the set ;
f

{ <U,V > e ^({a,b}-words):R u S ̂  U = V} , (1)

where S = {(V VgVjV2)( (Vg .v̂ ) .v̂  = Vg. (v̂ .v̂ )) },is undecidable.

If we manage to associate, in an algorithmic way,with each pair 
<U,V> of {a,b} -ŵ ords, a finite set T(U,V) cEq^ , so that

Rusj= U = V ^  T(U,V) has the property P, (2)

then, by means of (1) a (2), the undecidability of the property P, for
finite sets of equations of X, ivill have been established. -

B. Perkins* Method (for recursive sets of equations)I 19 3

A recursive set R of pairs of natural numbers, whose second 
coordinates fonn a non-recursive set R', can be constructed. (For example, 
cons ides a recursive set F of sentences,which generates an undecidable 
first order theory . It can be easily proved that the set of F-proofs is 
also recursive, while the set Th[ F 3={y * (d x) (x is a F-proof of y)} is 
non-recursive. By using suitable goedel numberings, we can take the 
numerical sets R and R', in the obvious way).

’ Perkins reduces the decision problem of such an R' to the decision 
problem of the properties 0-3 of pg 29, for recursive sets of equations 
in any strong language. This is done as follows:

Let P be the property under examination and let X be. the 
language in which the examination is taking place. We associate , in a 
recursive way, with each natural number n, a recursive set of X-equations 
En , so that

n G R' Ell has the property P.

So, the needed reduction has been obtained and tlie undecidability of P , 
for recursive sets of X-equations, follows from the undecidability of R’.
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C. McNulty* s method (for finite sets of equations) C 14 ]

Let X and X' be two algebraic languages.A system of definitions 
for X in X ' is a mapping 5 with domain the set of non - logical 
symbols of X and range included in the set Term^ , such that

a. .V Cj constant symbols, 5(Cj) is a constant term, and

b. V 0^ operation symbol, 5(0̂ ) contains just the variables

^o*^i*"'^r(i)-i

Given 5, a mapping in  ̂ : Tem^ ->• Term^. is defined by induction: 

ing(Cj) =6(Cj), V j e J

in5(0.e„...e^ç.^_^) = V i e I.

5 is called a universal system of definitions for X in X ' witli 
. respect to 0 c Eq̂ ,, if, for any 1 c Eq̂  and for any (V v) (cp = ijjjGEq, 
the following relation holds : ■

:( (Vv) (cp = iD) 
j (Vv) (iiigS = in t̂) :{(Vv) (s = t) G 1} u 0 |= (Vv) (in̂ cp = in̂c!;)

In Malcev [ ]Q ], a finite set of equation M , in a language £q 
with just tivo unary operation symbols f and g , which contains just one 
variable v̂  ̂, is constuctud, such that the set

{ e G Eq^ , e has just the variable v. : M[= e) (1)J'O 1
is undecidable. In order to prove the undecidability of a property P , 
McNulty chooses a suitable universal system of definitions for X, in
X with respect to {(Vvg) (Vg = Vg)}, say 5q. Then, by means of 5q > he
recursively associates with each equation s, in just the symbols f, g 
and a finite set B(c, 5g, M) with the property

M [= B(e, 5̂ , M) has the property P (2)

Relation (2) reduces the decision problem of the set (1) to that of tlie 
property P , for finite sets of X-equations, and the undecidability of 
P folloŵ s.
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Tliree general criteria, providing sufficient conditions for the 
undecidability of properties P (i.e. for the reducibility of the 
decision problem of the set (1) to the decision problem of P ) are 
established and a large number of individual results are obtained , by a 
simple application of them. In certain cases, where the criteria are 
not applicable, individual proofs are given, which, although elaborated 
and different from one another in the detail, simultaneously use the 
teclmique described above.

Here are the most important properties that have been proved to 
be undecidable by McNulty's method :

0. Z is w-categorical, for X non-trivial and finite

1. Z is w -categorical, for X non-trivial

2. Z is categorical in all
infinite powers , for X non-trivial and finite

3. Gj^CZ] is decidable , for X non-trivial

4. Z is irreduntant , for X non-trivial

5. Gj2̂[Z] has an irreduntant
^  base of cardinality x , for X non-trivial

6. Z is residually finite, for X strong

7. Z is residually small , for X strong

8. Z has arbitrarily large
simple models , for X strong

9. Z has no infinite Jonson
models , for X strong

10. Z is a base of a primal
algebra, for X strong.

D. Pigozzi * s Method (for finite sets of equations) [ 22 1

This method is an elaboration of the previous one. Instead of the 
conceptually simpler notion of a universal system of definitions for X
in X ' with respect to 0 c Eq^,,the more elaborated notion of a noimal
universal system of definitions for X in X ' with respect to Og Eq̂ , 
is used. Ihis can be viewed as a universal system of definitions mth
the extra property : " There is a procedur*e that gives, for any
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1 c Eĉ  , an algorithn for checking Avhether, given e g Eq^ ,

{(Y v)(ings = ingt) : ( V  v )  ( s  = t) g Z} u (D (=e,

assuming that oracles (i.e. external agents that give correct 
'infonnatioil, when asked) for Z and 0 have been provided. It is 
immediately clear from the definitions that normal universal systems 
provide more information than universal ones.

It is immediately clear from the definition that nomal universal 
systems provide more information tlian universal ones.Here lies the ability 
of the method to reach results not accessible'by McNulty’s method.

Let P be the property under examination and let X be the
language in which the examination is being performed. Consider the •
language X̂  with just one binary operation symbol. Choose a suitable
Q) c Eq. and a suitable normal universal system of definitions for
0

Xg in X with respect to Og, say 5g. Then, in an algorithmic way, 
associate, with each finite Z c Eq  ̂ , a finite set T(Z , 5g) c Eq  ̂
so that ^

6̂ [Z] is equationally inconsistent T(Z,5) has the-
property P.

•So, the decision problem of the property "0g^[Z] is equationally 
consistent" for finite sets of Xg-equations is reduced to the decision 
problem of P for finite sets of X-equation. Since the former has
been proved, by Perkins, to be undecidable, the latter is undecidable 
too.

The two important applications of this method are the 
undecidability of the Amalgamation property and the undecidability of 
the Schreier property, both in any strong language.

E. McKenzie’s Method (for single equations) [ T2 ]

Two disjoint sets of natural numbers A and B are recursively 
inseparable if there is no C c cj such that A c C and B c w - C . 
Accordingly, twro disjoint sets of X-sentences are recursively 
inseparable if their images through a goedel numbering are recursively 
inseparable.

McKenzie proves that, in the language X = < + > with just one 
binary operation symbol, the sets
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A = CV v̂ Vj..Vĵ _p((p=i|j) e Eq^ : (V V(,Vi--ViV<P = ®  1=

(V VoV,) CVq = Vj) j

B = j (V VjVj..Vj^_jK(p = il)) 6 Eq^ : CV v^Vj-.v^Cip = $  ̂v^ + v^ ;=

has a finite model J

are recursively inseparable. Then,he uses this fact in order to prove 
the undecidability of certain properties P for single equations (or 
for single universal sentences) of any strong language.

The fact that it is not decidable whether e G Eq^ has finite 
non-trivial models, for example, is proved as follows :
If the set

C = { e G Eq^ : e has finite non-trivial models}

was decidable, then, since B c C and A c Sent^ - C, A and B would 
not be recursively inseparable #.

This method has apparently a very limited range of applications. 
The foAV properties, examined by McKenzie’s method, though, are not 
accessible by any of the previous ones.
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§ 0.5. Motivation

We have already mentioned the main decidability results, concerning 
properties of sets of equations, knoA»/n in the literature.

IVhat we found astonishing was the fact that , although a large 
number of properties had been examined, two of tlie most fundamental 
model theoretical ones, nanely the properties

P : the first-order theory, generated by Z , is complete, and

P : the first-order theory, generated by Z, is model - complete, 
didn’t seen to have received any consideration.
This observation led us to pursue this line of research.

The ansAver to the decision problem of P , for finite sets of 
equations of any algebraic language, easily emerges:

Since the set Eĉ  has only trivial models, they are all elementary 
equivalent and, consequently, the first-order theory, generated by Eq̂  , 
is complete. On the otlier hand, any first-order tlieory, axiomatizable by 
a set of equationally consistent equations, is properly included in OCEq^]. 
It is not, thus, complete. Hence Ave deduce that, given any finite Z c Eq^, 
it holds that

P(Z)^0CZ] = G[Eq^]^Gg^[Z] = Eq^ (1)

Since, as McNulty has proved in [13], in any non - trivial algebraic 
language, the equational theory Eq̂  is base - undecidable, relation (1) 
implies the following: . ,

Theorem 0.5.0. Let X be any non - triviàl algebraic language. There.is 
no algoritlim that enables us to decide whether, given any finite Z c Eq^, 
the first-order theory generated by Z is complete.

In the last chapter of this thesis, we shall prove that, in any 
trivial language, Eq̂  is a base-decidable equational theory. From this 
fact and from relation (1) the decidability of P , for finite sets of any 
trivial language,will folloAv, and the decision problem of P for finite 
sets of equations of all languages Avill have been completely settled.
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In the case of property P , the things are not that simple. As 
A\e shall see in the last chapter, the only model - complete first-order 
tlieory of a trivial language, which is axiomatizable by equations, is 
G[Eqg]. This, together wdtli the base- decidability of Eq^,implies that 
P is decidable,for finite sets of equations of trivial languages.

On the other hand, as far as non-trivial languages are concerned, 
we have been unable either to construct a model - complete first - order 
theory, different from 0[Eq^], axiomatizable by equations, or to prove 
that such a theory doesn’t exist. '

Hie decision problem of P cannot, thus, be investigated any 
further, before an answer to the following question is obtained:

Question Is there an equationally consistent set of equations of a 
non - trivial language, which generates a model - complete first - order 
theoiy?

After having examined the decision problems of P and P , it 
is natural to raise the corresponding problems for properties

1. the first - order theory of the non - trivial models of I is
complete,

2. the first - order theory of the infinite models of 1 is
complete,

3. tlie first-order theory of the non- trivial models of 1 is 
model - complete and

4. the first-order theory of the infinite models of 1 is
model - complete.

We have tried to use the already known tediniques of §0.4., in 
order to settle these problems. Since this effort has been uncuccessful, 
the need to find new techniques, applicable here^has emerged. In what 
follows these neiv methods and their range of application is presented.
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C H A P T E R  1

UNDECIDABLE PROPERTIES OF FINITE SETS OF EQUATIONS

§1.0 Introduction

Throughout this chapter, £ is à countable algebraic language and 
P is a property of sets of £-equations. P(Z) is used to . denote the 
fact that 1 has the property P, while -P(Z] is used to denote the fact 
that 1 doesn't have the property P.

The main concern of this chapter is "undecidable properties P for 
finite sets of £-equations". What is meant by this statement, both 
infomially and formally, was explained in the introductory chapter .Here, we 
present a new method of proving this kind of undecidability and, by 
applying it, we establish a set of new results.

In §1.1 the general method is presented.In §1.2 the undecidability 
of properties

Pg : the equational theory generated by 1 is equationally 
complete

Pj : the first-order theory generated by the infinite models of
1 is complete

Pg : the first-order theory generated by the infinite models of 1 
is model-complete

Pg : I has the joint embedding property

Pî : the first - order theory of the non-trivial models of I has
the joint embedding property and

Pg : the first-order tlieory of the infinite models of 1 has the
joint embedding property,

for finite sets of equations of any finite non-trivial algebraic languages 
(with at least one constant symbol, in cases Pg - Pgjis proved, as an
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application of the method. The decision problems of P2- Pg, in non 
trivial'infinite languages, are examined in §1.3.
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, §1.1. A method of proving the undecidability of properties of 
finite sets of equations.

In tliis section we present a general criterion that provides a set 
of. sufficient conditions in order for a property P to be undecidable , 
for finite sets of equations of a non-trivial language £. The criterion 
seems complicated, at the first look,but its proof is almost obvious and 
its application is straightforward. It turns out to be quite powerful, 
since it gives access to properties which cannot be examined by any 
of the existing methods. Its wide range of application will be shoivn in 
§1.2 .

In section 0.3 the meaning of the statement "P is undecidable for 
finite sets of f-equations" was given and a formal equivalent of the 
informal notion, through Goedel numberings and recursive functions, was 
obtainted. We only use informal procedures in this part, but the 
corresponding formal ones can be easily constructed.

Before advancing to present the criterion (Theorem 1.1.0),certain 
new notions need to be defined :

Let r be a finite set of £-equations.
In the introductoiy chapter, ivhat is meant by " the equational 

theory generated by f is decidable " and " the equational theory
generated by f is base-decidable" was defined. We relativise the tŵ o 
definitions, here, to a new set of £ -equations. A, and thus Ave get tAvo 
weaker notions : - -

The equational theory generated by P is decidable Avith respect
to A, if there is an algoritlim that enables us to decide whether, given 
e G A, e is a consequence of P, or not . Othendso, PI is
undecidable with respect to A.Sh.iilarly,thè equational theory generated by 
r is base-decidable with respect to A, if there is an algorithm tliat 
enables us to decide Avhether, given a finite Z c A, Z is a basis of 
0j^[P] or not. Otherwise, G^[P] is base-undecidable with respect to 
A.

Let P be a finite set of £-equations and let Sym(P) be tlie
set of all operation s)mbols, constant symbols and variables occunmig in 
P.
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We define. Efrl to be the set of all equations (Vv) ((p = 4)}, in 
at most Sym(r), such that either

a. (p and ijj contain exactly one and the same variable, or

b. there exists a tenu k , with exacly one variable, and

there exists an equation' (V v)(y^ = f , so that either m = KCy ]̂
and 4j = K[V2l/ or (p = kCv̂ ] and i|j = or (o = KCyg] and ip = Y2*

With the help of the above given definitions, we are noAv able to 
formulate our criterion :

Theorem 1.1.0. Let x be a countable algebraic language, let P be 
a finite set of £-equations and let P be a property of finite sets
of £ -équations. Suppose that tlie follOAsdng conditions hold :

a. -0p [P] is decidable with respect to E(P) and base-undecidable
, tiq
with respect to E(P).

b. Gg^ P] has the property P, and every finite 1 c E(P),which
generates Gg^[P], has also the property P.

c. Every finite 1 c E(P), which generates a proper equational
sub theory of Gp [P], doesn't have the property P.nq

Then, P is undecidable for finite sets of equations of £.

Proof
If P was decidable for finite sets of £-equations, then the set

(I c 0 c n  riE(r) ) A (I finite) : P(Z) (1)
( ^  )

ŵ ould be decidable, too.
Conditions b. and c. of the theorem obviously imply that,given a

finite 1 c P] n E(P), it holds :

P ( D -  G E q [ U = 0 ^[ r ] (2)

Relation (2), together with the decidability of set (1), would 
imply the decidability of. the set

|(Zc0Eq[P] n E(P)) A (Z finite) : G g^EZI = Gg^C PI | (3)

Because of the decidability of Gg^C PI with respect to E(P) , we 
get that the set
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(I c E(D)a {I finite) : 1 c e^Cf] j (4)

is decidable. ' .
Now,the decidability of sets (3)and (4) would yield the following 

decision procedure, for checking Avhether a finite I c E(f) generates 
Gg^CF] or not :

Given I, check whether 1 is in (4). If 
no, then I is not a basis of Gg^cr]. If 
yes, tlien check Avhether 1 is in (3).
Again, if no, I is not a base of Gg^Cf].
If yes, 1 is a basis of Gg^EE].

Consequently, GpqEE] would be base-decidable with respect to 
E(D , which would contradict condition (afof the theorem. □

In the course of applying Theorem 1.1.0, in §1.2., ŵ e shall use 
Tlieorem 1.1.1.,given beloAV,Avhenever we want to prove that the equational 
theory generated by F is base-undecidable with respect to 
ECF).

Theorem 1.1.1. is a slightly modified version of the theorem , 
proved by McNulty [13 1, that follows :

McNulty's Theorem. Let F be a finite set of equations of a 
countable, non-trivial algebraic language £,and let G be a non-trivial 
term of £ (i.e a term containing either at least two unary operation 
symbols or at least an operation symbol of rank greater than one) with 
at least one variable, such that F |= (Vv) (0 = Vg).

Then, the equational theory generated by F is base-undecidable.

Outline of the proof
McNulty proves his theorem, using the technique set out on pp34 

and 35 of the introductory chapter. We outline here his proof, only to 
the extent needed in order to convince the reader that our modification 
is sound:

. Let £* ={f,g,h,k) be a language Avith exacly four unary operation 
s>mibols.

Consider a universal system 5g of definitions for £* in £,
with respect to {(Vvg) (Vg = Vg)}, whose range contains only operation
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s)imbols occuring in 0. Such a system is proved by McNulty to exist 
alAva)̂ s.

Let M be Malcev's set, defined on p. 34, wliose only, symbols are
f, g and Vg. Associate wdth each equation E of the form (VVg) (cp =4j),
in at most f, g and Vg, the finite sot of £-equations 

/ ■ .

B[E,5g,M)= ing [M] u :

u (VV) (tin h(p[kvg]) [Yi1= (in̂ ĥcp [kv̂ ]) [Y2^:CW)(Yi=Y2)̂ r
7 0

u  (Vv) (Ciiig hilJCkv (Vv) (y = y') e  r v (Vv)(y' =y ) 6 |  j
' 0

McNulty proves that the following holds :

M 1= E ^ B(E,5 ,M) is a basis of 0g^[ri.

This relation, together with the undecidability of set (1) of p. 
34, yield the base-undecidability of Gg^CP]. D

Theorem 1.1.1. Let P be a finite set of equations of a countable, 
non-trivial algebraic language. Let 0 be a non-trivial term of £,wdth 
at least one variable and with all its operation symbols and constant 
symbols in Sym(P). If P [= (Vv) (0 = Vg), then the equational theory 
generated by P is base undecidable with respect to E(P).

Proof
The proof is obtained by a close examination of the sets B(E,5g,NQ 

of the previous theorem : ‘

Claim . For every equation e , in at most the symbols f, g and Vg,
the set B(e, 5̂ , M) is included in E(P).

Proof of the claim
Since P |= (Vv) (0 = Vg), P contains at least one variable .

Without loss of generality, we can identify it with the unique variable
Vg, which occurs in Malcev's set, M.

Having made this convention, we now observe that the variables , 
occurring in B ( e , 5g, M), are exactly those occurring in P. Also, 
because of the choice of 5g,and because.of the construction of B ( e ,6 o ,M), 
the operation symbols., .and the constant symbols in it are among tliose in 
P. Consequently, B(E,5g,M) is in at most Sym(P).
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On the otlier hand, since 5q interprets, by definition, jC-terms
to £*-terms with exactly the same variables , in̂  [ M ] consists ofOq
equations (V v) (cp' = with both (p' and ijj' in exactly the
variable v • ; so in̂ . [ M ] c E ( F ).1 Go '

If we put k = ing h (p[kî ] or k = in^ hil̂ Ckî ] , we get that 
the remaining equations in B( (Vv) ((p = iD) ,5g ,M) are of the form (Vv) 
(kCViI =k[Y2]) or (Vv) (kCYil = Yi) or (Vv) (k [Y2]= Y2L  for some (Vv) 
(Yi = Y2) r; so they are in E(f), too. Hiis completes the proof of 
the claim. ' □

Finally, the base-decidability of GpqEf] » with respect to E(0,
would yield ,through the delation

M 1= e B(e, 5g, M)is a basis of Og^EF]

and the claim,a contradiction, exactly as before. So, we are done. □ ..
□
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§ 1.2J Applications of the method.

Let 1 be a 'finite set of equations of the countable algebraic 
^language £. Let

' 0 r. = Z U /(g V V .. .vj C (V. vj;) :n e w-l}

and let ,

Z = Z u {(3 V(,Vj)CV(, * Vj)}

Obviously, 0 [I*] is the first order theory generated by the
class of infinite models of I, \diile 0[Z^^] is the first-order tlico-
ry generated by the class of non-trivial models of Z.

We make the folloiving rotational conventions :

Pq(Z) stands for "the equational theory generated by Z is 
equationally complete".

P̂ (Z) stands for "the first-order theory generated by z” is 
complete".

P̂ CZ) stands for "the first-order theory generated by z” is
model-complete".

$
PgCZ] stands for "Z has the joint embedding property".

P^(Z) stands for,"Z^^ has the joint'embedding property", and

Pg[Z) stands for "Z” has the joint embedding property".

All the notions, used above, were defined in the introductory 
chapter.In this section, Ave apply the method, previously described, and 
we get the undecidability of properties Pg - P$, for finite sets of 
equations of any non-trivial finite language (in cases P3 - P5 , the 
language is also required to have at least one constant symbol).Theorems
1.2.0, 1.2.3 and 1.2.5, establish the above mentioned undecidability 
results :

Theorem 1 .2.0. Let £ be a non-trivial finite algebraic language . 
There is no algoritlim that enables us to decide whether, given any finite 
 ̂^ Eq^ , Z has the property Pg (i e {0,1}).
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Lemma 1.2.1. If an equationally consistent equational theory has 
property P̂ , tlien it has property P^.

Proof.
Suppose tliat 0 is equationally consistent but not equationally 

complete. Then, by definition, there is an equational theory 0, such 
that

(D c 0 c Eq .5C J'
Consider the tem algebras and Because of Theorem 0.

2.2., they are both infinite models of $, but they don’t satisfy the 
same equations. So, we • found ^  0 and 2^ |= 0 such that 2:̂  $
3^ . This means that the first order theory, generated by 0 , is not 
complete. □

Lemma 1.2.2. If the equational theory, generated by a finite set of 
equations ,Z, of a countable algebraic language is equationally
complete, then it is decidable. .

Proof.
Obviously, the following holds :

(V e G EqJCZ e - |= e)

Claim. For any c G Eq^, exactly one of the relations 1̂  ̂|= e and 
1= - 6 holds.

Proof of the claim.
Since is equationally consistent, Z has at least one

non-trivial model. Consequently, the first order theory generated by 
Ẑ ^ is consistent and it cannot contain the contradictory statement 
£ A - e.

• Suppose that Ẑ  ̂ s . Then, tliere exists a non-trivial model 
of Z, which doesn’t satisfy e.“ Thus,since any two non-trivial models 
of Z satisfy the same equations, it holds

(V2£|= e)

or, equivalently, it holds

(Vat 1= I^LC 2£ |= -e ).
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This means that |= -6. So .the proof of tlie claim is complete. □

It is well known (see Monk [15 ], p.173) that, ,since is
finite, the set of first-order consequences of can be effectively
listed. ; i.e. the set 0 [Z^^] can be written as an co-sequence

/

^0* ^1* ^2’ * * * •
• thso that, given any n g to,the sentence (ô ,̂ that̂  falls at the n place 

in the sequence, can be algoritlimically found. Hius,

"given e g Eq^, we are assured by the claim that exactly 
one of 8 and - e appears in (2), after finitely many 
steps. If £ appears first, tlien Avrite. £ g 0g^[I], 
justified by relation (1).If -£ appears first, then 
•write £ ^ 0g^ [Z ], justified again by relation (1).

The above described algoritlim is a decission procedure for 0g^[Z]. □

Proof of theorem 1.2.0,
Let

•c = 6 !• (Cj)j g J >

be any algebraic non-trivial language, A\rith both I and J finite.Then 
the set of £-equations

r =|cVvoVi...v̂ j.̂ _̂j)(Qĵ  ■̂ o-"'̂ r(i)-i " Vo):iGDu{Cj = Cj.:<j,j>e

is also finite. We shall prove that V satisfies conditions a, b and 
c of theorem 1.1.0, for P = Pg and P = Pj, respectively :

Condition b. Since 0g^[f] is equationally consistent, r“ has 
models. Consider any two !£(=[“ and \̂= of the same cardinality
a. Because of the restrictions imposed on the constant symbols by P, 
there exist <a,b > g  A x B, such that

(V j e  J)(c^= â A c^= b).

Consider now any bijection

f : A>-m  ̂B;

that maps a to b. For any operation symbol Qg and for any <ag, aj, 
***’̂ r(i)-i^ ^ it holds:
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f(Qf (ao,aj.,.a^j.^^_p)= f(a^)=QpCf(ap, fCa^(i)-i))- (2)

Also, because of (1),for any constant symbol Cy it bolds:

f(c^) = f(a) = b = (3)

Relations (2) and (3)prove that f is an isomorphism between the 
structures H  and 3 -

We have proved that any two models of of cardinality a are 
isomorphic; consequently, f” is a-categorical. Thus, by Theorem 0,1,0., 
0[r ] is complete. By lemma 1.2.1., the equational completeness of 0g^[f] 
follows.

We have proved tliat

PgCn A p^cn

holds. Hie remaining part of condition b holds trivially. □

Condition a Lemma 1.2.2. proves that the finitely based, equationally 
complete equational theory 0g^if] is decidable; hence , 0g^[f ] is 
decidable with respect to E(f).

Hie non-trivial language jc contains, by definition, either an 
operation s)inbol Qg of rank greater than one ̂ or two unary operation 
symbols f and g.In the first case, it holds

r  f= ( V v ) C Q i V „ . . . V j , ( . . ^ _ j  = V ( | ) .  0 )

while, in the second case, it holds

r  1= ( V v o ) ( f g V o  = V p ) .  ( 2 )

Relations (1) and (2) shoiv̂ that there exists always an jc-term 0, that
satisfies the requirements of Theorem 1.1.1.; so,the base-undecidability
of 0p [ r ] , with respect to E(E),follows. □nq

Condition c. Let 1 be any finite set of jC-equations such that
0p [I] c 0p [E] . Then, by the definition of equational completeness ,nq nq
0pq[I] is not equationally complete. By Lemma 1.2.1., 0[I ] cannot be 
complete, either. We have proved that it holds :

[-Pg(Z)] A [-Pi(I)] □

Since conditions a, b and c of Theorem 1.1.0. are satisfied by P
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for both Pg and P^, the two properties are undecidable for. finite 
sets of £-equations. D

Theorem 1.2.3. Let £ be a non-trivial finite algebraic language. 
Hiere is no algorithm that enables us to decide whether, given any 
finite 1 c Eqj, , 1 has the property Pg.

Proof

Let

£ =<{Qi>ie l'> fCj)j e

be any finite non-trivial algebraic language. Tlien the set of equations

r = {(Vv) (QiVoVj...v̂ j.y_j = Vq): i e II

is also finite. We shall prove that P satisfies conditions a, b and
c of Theorem 1.1.0, for the property P^:

Condition a . Let Tsym(f) be the set of • £-ternis in at most S>miCr).
It can be shown, by two easy inductions on the length of the terms (p 
and 0, respectively, that,for any pair < (p , 0 > e Tsym(f), it holds :

r 1= (Vv)((p=0) "H. (the first leftmost variable occurring
in (p coincides with the first 
leftmost variable occurring in 0 ).

This, obviously, provides a decision procedure for checking whether , 
given an equation e in at most Sym(r), it belongs to Gg^CF] or 
not. Consequently, Gg^Cf] is decidable with respect to E(f).

By applying Theorem 1.1.1. exactly as in the previous theorem, 
we prove that GpqCf] is base-undecidable with respect to E(f). □

Condition b . Let 21 and 23 be any two infinite models of f",
such that 21 c23. ‘ •

Let aj G A be the interpretation of the constant symbol Cj in 
2L ; in other words, let

V j e J , 'c?C a. = c ®  (1)

Consider the expansion of £ by A
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X. = X u {c ; a e A} A cL

and the set of X^ sentences

= r u {Cj = :j E J} u {c^ Z : a z b}.
/

Claim 0 [ r^] is complete in X̂ .

Proof of the claim.
has the following properties :

a. It has no finite models(since,because of the construction of 
any model of it has at least as many elements as 21),

b. It is a-categorical, for some infinite a (because if Œ and 
3) are any livo X^-models of F^ of cardinality a, there always exists 
a bisection

f : C D

that maps, for each a e A, c^ to c^. We can easily show that f is 
an isomorphism between the two structures).

Conditions a and b of Theorem 0.1.0. are satisfied by F^ ; 
so F^ is complete. 0

Now, by the claim, any two models of F^ are elementary 
equivalent. Hie X^-stinctures and ^  (see §0.1. for their
definition) are, because of relations (1), models of F̂ ; consequently,

" A •
It holds, thus ,that

(V tp 6 Fom^) (V a e %  (2t |= (p[â] «■ .23|= (p[a]) (2)

Relation (2) proves that the substructure 51 of %  is an elementary 
substructure of 3 .

It has been sho\m that

cv 2£ r” ) CV25 1= n  ( Si C  -  at <23)

Tlius, it has been shown that F'” has property Pg.
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The remaing part of condition b holds trivially. Q

Condition c . Obviously, it suffices to show that each finite 2 c 
GgqCf] n E(D, the infinite models of which generate a model- complete 
first order theory, is a basis of FI i. In other words it suffices
to prove that

(V2I) ( 5 £ M  n- (1)

Towards proving relation (1), let be any model of 1, and 
let ^  be any infinite model of F“, such that A n B = 0. Define the 
X-structure

2£u25=<A u B, g p  g j >

as follows :

a. For each operation symbol and for each

& “ <3̂0 j • • • 3̂  _^>G A u B ,

Q.̂ '̂-'̂ CS) = Q f  if S e

Q̂ 2fu23j--̂  = if i e

q^2£u 23(-̂  ̂ = (a o ,ap , . . .a j3 ,  otiierwise.

b . For each constant symbol Cj,

_ acu 55_ 2) 
j j '

Obviously, 31 u 51 is well-defined.

Claim 5£u53 is a model of I.

Proof of the claim.
Let k(v̂ ) be any tern with no constant symbols and with exactly 

the variable v^ in it.
It can be shown, by an easy induction on the length of k, tliat

(V a e A)(k^^®(a) = k^b))

and
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(V a e = k^a)).

TIius, because of (2) and (3) and of the definition of , the
following also hold :

= k^Q^bâ)), if i e

= k ^ b f  (5)). if 5 6 (4)

.2£u 23,  ̂3tu23, ,, ,3£..2Xu 23, ,, _ .k (Q̂  (a)) = k XQ^ (ao,...ao)), otherwise.

Since 1 is included in E (E), each equation (V v) ((p = in 1
contains no constant symbols and it is of one of the following forms :

i. (p and i|i contain one and the same variable, in which case,
the satisfaction of (Vv) ((p = iIj) by 21 u5l is implied by the fact that
both 2£ and 51 satisfy (V v) (cp = 4j) and relations (2) and (3) hold.

ii. for some k and some i e I, (p is kCQ^v^Vj.. and
■I) is QiVQ...Vr(i)_i.

Since 2£ is a model of 2, it holds :

(V 5 e ^ (k^iqf (i) ) = q f  (i) ). (5)

Relations (4) and (5) imply that, if â 6 then it holds that

k2ru53^q2tu23^g^^ = k^fef = qf(â),

and, if i é but â  e A, then it holds that

j^2tu23^q_2tu3(-^^ = k^iqf (a„.. .ap)= qf(a^.-.a^)

= qf''®(i).

The remaining cases accept similar treatment.
We’ve proved, thus, that

(V 5 e “a  u B) ,

vhich means that 2C u51 satisfies the equation (Vv) (cp = ip).

iii. .for some k and some i e I, (p is k[Q^v and ^
is kEVg]
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Since 5f is a model of 2, it holds that
Of

( V i e  (Qr^(a)3 = k"ta )) (6)

Consequently, because of relations (2), (4) and (6), we get that , if 
- 2 r(i)^ ̂ then

k~tu^^Q_2£u23^-^^ = k^bfcS)) = k tap)

and, if â ÿ ^^^^A but a- e A, then ’

k2fu2.3^Q_3£u23(5))  ̂ . .â )) = k^bp)

= k^^""^\ap).

Similarly,for the remainig cases.
Thus, 2fu53 satisfies tlie equation (Vv) = )̂.

We have proved that every possible equation in 2 is satisfied
by 51 u 51; so, we have proved the claim. □

We use tlie claim in order to prove tliat 5£ itself is a model of
r^:

Since It u 3  extends 53 > by. construction it is infinite .
Consequently, we have found two infinite models ^  and Xt u 53 of 2,
such that the former is a substructure of the latter. Xt u ̂  is, thus,
elementary equivalent to 3  (because of the fact that 2 has the
property P̂ , by hypothesis). Consequently,

2£u53^ r.

This implies that

51 h r.

Relation (1) has now been proved and, as an immediate consequence 
the satisfaction of condition c. of Theorem 1.1.0 by f has also been 
established. . □

Theorem 1.2.3. follows, now, by a simple application of Tlieorem 
1.1.0. □
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Theorem 1.2.4. Let X be a non-trivial finite algebraic language 
which contains at least one constant symbol. There is no algorithm that 
enables us to decide whether, given any finite I c Eq^, , 2 has the 
property Ih (i e {3,4,5}) or not.

Proof

Let

•c = < e i> c >'

be any non-trivial algebraic language, with I finite. 
Tlien, the set of X-equations

•c = {(VVj,) CQiV„Vp...Vp = Vp) : i e 1}

is also finite. We shall prove that V satisfies conditions a, b and
c of Tlieorem 1.1.0. for P = P^ (i e {3,4,5}) :

Condition a. The has e-undecidability of GpqCF] with respect to 
E(r) follows from the fact that there exists a term 0, satisfying the 
requirements of Theorem 1,1.1.

Claim. (V cp e Tsym(r))(r |= (Vvq) Gp = Vg))

Proof of the claim. (By induction on the length of (p).
For (p = Vq , it holds that f |= (V v̂ ) (v̂  = Vq) .
Suppose tJiat for any term 0 , of length less than that of (p,it

holds that f [= (Vv̂ ) (0 = v̂ ) . Suppose also that (o = * * *®r(i)-i ’
for some i e I and some <0^, >e ̂ ^^^Tsym(r). Tlien,we have
that

r h = QiVpVp••-Vp = v  .
This completes the proof of the claim. □

By the claim, any equation in at most S)mi(r) is in Gg^EE] ; so 
0jgq[E] is decidable with respect to E(E). □

Condition b. Let 51 and 55 be any tivo models of E. By Theorem
0.2.1., 51 X 55 is also a model of E. Consider tlie injective mappings

f : A> >A X B and B y— >A x B,
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given by the rules

f (a) = < a , c^> and g(b) = < c^^b > ,

respectively. Obviously, they are both embeddings. Since any two models 
of r can be embedded in a tliird, P, and P have the joint
embedding property.The remaining part of condition b holds trivially.□

Condition c . ^

Claim. For any finite set of X-equations 2, in at most {Q^}^ g I 
u {Vq} , and for any i e I, it holds

z 1= CVVp) (QiVpVp.-.Vp = Vg) * I 1= Q̂ c c ...c = c.

Proof of the claim 

Direction -> holds trivially.
I prove direction . Suppose that, for some i G I,

2 ]=Q^cc...c = c, (1)

but

CVv„)(Q.Vp...Vj,'= v^).

Then, there exists a model 51 of 2, and an element a G A,such that
51Q (a, a, ...a) a. (2)

Consider the structure

2t-=<A, {Q^̂ }. ^ J, a>.

Since 2 doesn’t contain c, 2i' is a model of 2. Also, because of
(2),

2I'M= Q^c c ...c = c.

This contradicts relation (1). So, we are done. □

Let 2 be a finite set of X-equations, in at most ^ j u
{ v̂  } , such that
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Tlien, there exists an i e I, so that

2 M  (VVo)(Q^Vq...Vq = Vq) (1)

Because of the claim, relation (1) implies that

2 M= Q^c c ..c = c.

Let Sp and 5^ be tlie term algebras ,of the equational theories 
^Eq^^] Gpq[2], respectively. Then, because of Theorem 0.2.2., we
get

[= 2"u{Q^c c ...c = c}) A (5̂  )= 2” u{Q^c c c c}) (2)

We have found t\\̂o models of 2", that cannot be embedded in a third 
model of it (because, otherwise, this third model would satisfy the 
contradictory statement

(Qĵ  C C . . c = c) A (Que C . . c c) ,

as relation (2) shows). Thus, 2* doesn't have the joint embedding 
property; hence,neither 2^̂  nor 2 have it. □

Since conditions a, b and c of Theorem 1.1.0. are satisfied for 
any P^(i G {3,4,5)), the needed undecidability of the properties, for 
finite sets of equations of the language X = < {Qu}  ̂g I’ » is 
established.

Suppose now that the language contains more than one constant 
s>mibols. In other words, suppose that

= < ^ V i e  I> ^ (Cj)j E J> •

For any finite 2 c Eq , consider the finite setX X
2̂ . = 2̂  u {Cj = c : j e J}.

Obviously, for each P^ (i e {3,4,5}), and for each finite 2̂  c Eq^,it 
holds :

Ih(2^) in X * Pt(2g,) in X'. (3)

Consequently, P.'s are also undecidable for finite sets of X-equations.
 ̂ □
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For languages containing constant s>mbols, properties 
and Pq are, thus, undecidable. It is natural to ask what happens if
£ contains no constant s)mibols :

In such languages, the set

= {CVVq) Cv„ = v̂ )}

has the properties P̂ . (because, for any tim models 5£ and 55 of 
it, with A n B = 0, one can find a common extention of them) .

On the other hand, in the language

£ = <f, g >,

where f and g ■ are unary operation symbols, tlie set

z = {CVvo Vvi)Cf(vo) = f(Vi)) }
has none of properties Pĵ. (because : if we consider any two infinite 
models 5£ and 55 of 2, such that

and

at 1= CVvJ (g(f(vj) = £(vj)

S  bt(Vv^)Cg(£(V|j)) = £(v^)), (1)

and if

(35 1= Z)(3 h :'2lk-»S)(3 k (2)

then, for any a G A and any c g C, it holds :

g® (f*̂  (c)) = g®(£® Ch(a))) = hCgat (£^(a))) =

= h (£^ (a)) = £® (h(a)} = £® (c).

Consequently,

® t= (V\}(g(f(Vg)) = (3)

Because o£ (3) and o£ the fact that S  is embeddable in G, it holds 
that

231= (V\)(s(f(vp) = £(v„))
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which contadicts,(1). 2 has, thus, none of properties P^).

Since we have found sets of X-equations having the properties P. 
(i G {3,4,5}) and sets of X-equations not liaving them, the answer to 
the following question is not trivial :

Question. Are the properties P3, P̂  ̂and Pg undecidable for finite 
sets of equations of a non-trivial finite algebraic language,containing 
no constant symbols ? '

Our method (Theorem 1.1.0) cannot be applied in this case,because, 
for any P c Eq^ , Gg^Cf] is bound to contain 2  ̂= {(Vv^)(v^ = v^)}^ 
E(f) , for some i G w.

As we mentioned in the introduction, in Perkins’ C 19 ] the
undecidability of the property ”G^^ [ 2 ] is equationally complete " for 
finite sets of equations of any finite language with at least two constant 
symbols and two operation symbols,is proved.IVe have obtained, hence, an 
extention of Perkins* result, in this section.

To the best of my knowledge, the results,concerning the remaining 
properties, are completely new.
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§1.3.Denimerable languages

We have proved, in the previous section, that properties Pg - P5 
are undecidable for finite sets of equations of any finite non-trivial 
language (with some weak restrictions on it, in certain cases). Wliat 
happens, tliough, if X is infinite?Our general method might be applied 
here, but before making such an a tempt, we should examine whether 
sets, having the property P̂ ,̂ exist in these'languages :

• A. We examine properties Pg , Pj and P^.

If X is an infinite non-trivial algebraic language, then,cither 
it contains infinitely many operation s>'mbols, or, it contains finitely 
many operation symbols but infinitely many constant symbols. We examine 
the two cases, separately : '

Case A] ”X contains infinitely many operation symbols ".

Let I be a finite set of X-equations and let X^ be the
sublanguage of X, with exactly the non-logical symbols occurring in 2.
Then, since X^ is finite, X - X^ contains operation symbols.

If Ggq [2] is equationally inconsistent, then 2 has none of 
properties P̂ .

If Gg^ [2] is equationally consistent, then G ^  C2l is also

equationally consistent; so 2 has an infinite f^-model.Consequently, 
by Theorem 0.1.3, it has an X^-model 51, of cardinality w^.Consider
any denumerable subset X of A. If 5Iq is the substructure of
51 generated by X, it has cardinality w (as the relations X c Aq and 
(V a G Ag) (9 o G Term^^) (9 x g ^) (a = cr^x)) imply). So we have

H 2~) A (5Cg H 2") A (2£gC5£) (1)

5f of which satisfies the relations
Consider now any two â  g and b̂  g A-A^ and any X-expansion

(V Q. G £-j;^)(y I e (Q^(i)=ao)
(2)

cv e j: - (V i e (qf (S) =b„).
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is accordingly expanded to a submodel of 
Relation (1) implies that

(3£' h s”)  ̂cat; h z”)A (2[- s a t  ). .

while, relations (2) imply that

_ at 1= b \ ( i ) “ ’'̂2r(i)-il

atjj M= (Vv) (Q^Vg" Qi\(i) • • •'̂2r(i)-P '

Consequently, 2 has none of properties P̂ .

We have proved that in languages with infinitely many operation 
symbols, there are no finite sets with any of the properties Pp, Pi and
22.

Case " X contains finitely many operation symbols and infinitely 
many constant s)mibols” .

Let, again, 2 be a finite set of X-equations, and let X^ be 
the sublanguage of X with exactly the non-logical symbols cccuring 
in 2. Then, since 2 is finite, T contains at least two distinct 
constant symbols c. and c. .

If Gp [2]is equationally inconsistent, then 2 has none of 
^ X

properties Pp and P%.
If G ^  [21is equationally consistent, then 2 has an infinite

X^ - model 21, Obviously, one can always find two X-expansions 51' and 
51" of 31, such that

(51' 1= 2u{c. = c. }) A(3I"h 2u{c. * c. })Jl l2 ll l2
This prove that 2 has none of properties ' Pp and P^.

We have proved,thus,that in languages with finitely many operation 
s>mibols and infinitely many constant symbols, there are no finite sets 
with any of the properties Pp and P|.

On the otlier hand, as far as property P2 is concerned, one can 
prove exactly as in Theorem 1.1.3 that the finite set

I)
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has property P2 and that P2 is undecidable for finite sets of 
languages with finitely many operation symbols.

We summarise what we’ve said above, in the following theorem :

Theorem 1.3.0. Let X be a denimierable non-trivial algebraic 
language. Tlien,

a. If X contains infinitely many operation symbols, the
properties P̂ , P̂  and P̂  are decidable for finite sets of 
X-equations, and '

b. if X contains finitely many operation symbols, properties 
Pp and Pj are decidable, while property P2 is undecidable 
for finite sets of X-equations.

B. We examine properties • P3 , P̂  and P^ .

The decision problem of P^’s , for languages with no constant 
symbols was discussed at the end of the previous section Everything 
said there for finite languages can be repeated here, for the 
denumerable case.Now we deal with denumerable languages with at least 
one constant symbol :

Let c be a constant symbol in X .
Let I be any finite set of X-equations and let X^ be the

least language in which 1 can be formulated . X-X^ contains either

i . an operation .symbol Q, or

ii. a constant symbol c' different from c.

If is equationally consistent, then 2 has an infinite
fj-model 31. Obviously, there always exist two X-exjiansions of 
21 f say 3£' and 3£” , such that,in case (i),

C 2C' 1= 2 Ü {Qc c.. .c = c}) A C3£" 1= 2 u {Qc c.. .c ?= c})

and,in case (ii),

(31' 1= 2 u {c = c'}) A (31" != ^ u {c c'}).
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Tliis proves that 2. has none of properties P?,
If Gy. C2] is equationally inconsistent, then it has P3 but

k
not Pi| and P5.

We have proved, thus, that there is no finite 2 with the
property P14 or the property Pr̂ and that it holds

^3©  " % =  Eqj,
A

Towards examining the decision problem of P^,now,let us consider 
the set    _ ___ __ . _

r = { (VVqV̂ ) (Qvq .. .Vp = V;̂ } },

if X contains an operation symbol Q or rank greater than one, or 
the set

r = { (VVpV̂ ) (f gVp = Vy)},

if X contains only unaiŷ  operation symbols.
We can easily verify, helped by relation (1), that f satisfies 

conditions a, b and c of Theorem 1.1.0. for P̂  ; hence, the 
undccidability of P3, for finite sets of X-equations follows.

Summarising what we have proved above, we get the following 
theorem :

Theorem 1.3.1. Let £ be any denumerable non - trivial algebraic 
language, with at least one constant s)mbol.Property P3 is undecidable, 
while properties P̂  and P5 are decidable, for finite sets of X - 
equations.

In this section and in the previous one, the decision problems of 
P^’s, for finite sets of equations of all kinds of non-trivial countable 
languages, were examined.Negative answers to the majority of the
problems were given, which obviously, imply negative answers to the 
corresponding problems, for recursive sets of equations.

All the same in the rare cases,' given by Theorems 1.3.0 and 1.3.1, 
where positive answers were obtained, no ansAvers concerning recursive
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sets are implicit. The corresponding decision problem for recursive 
sets of X-equations are still to be answered. This is the task of the 
following theorem :

Theorem 1.3.2. In any denumerable non-trivial algebraic language X 
(with at least one constant symbol, in cases P3, Pt̂ and P5), there is 
no algorithm that enables us to decide whether, given any recursive set 
2 c Eq^, 2 has the property P̂  ̂ (i g {0,1,2,4,5} ).

P roof 
Let

X = e I' (Cj}j e j> •

X contains an operation s)mnbol Qp of minimal rank Tp and possibly 
a constant symbol Cq. Consider any non-trivial finite sublanguage Xq 
of X, such that

{Qpj Gq} c Xq,

and associate, witir each finite 2̂  c Eq^ , the recursive set of X -Xp
equations

u

{c. = Cq : c. G x -Xq}

If we prove that, for each P̂ , it holds that

P. (2q} in Xq - P. (2) in X,

the reduction of the unsolvable decision problems of P^’s, for finite 
sets of XQ-equations, to the decision problems, under examination,will 
have been obtained and the needed undecidability will have been 
established. It suffices, thus, to prove the following claim:

Claim. For each finite 2„ c Eq„ , and for each i G {0,1,2,4,5},it•̂0 .holds :

P^(2q) in X ^ PL(2) in X 

Proof of the claim.
Direction — *' is obvious, for all ids. We are proving the other 

direction :
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F or Pq, Py and
Suppose that P^CIp) holds; i.e. suppose that

CV aCol= jp c a j j ,  c < 2 ^ ) .  ( i )

Consider any two infinite X-modeIs of 2, say 21 and 55 such/
that 21 is included in 55 • It is a matter of simple observation that 
each X-formula, (p, is equivalent under 2 to an Xp-fomula ijĵ. In 
other words, obviously it holds : ,

(V (P e Formp (3 4)̂  e Form̂ . ) (V S M )  (V c 6 “c) ( 5 1= 4j[c ] « S  ̂4^[c]) (2)

So, by relations (1) and (2), we get that, for each (p g Form^, and for
each â G Â, it holds :

31 [= (p[5] 5£t= ^ 3£/Xq 1= ijĵ cE]

25/Xq 1= (̂pEa] -H. 55|= ^^[a] ^

*̂ 55|= (p[al.

We have proved that

CV^Xh h O C 5 i ; c 5 5  - 5 £q <55q) .

So, we have proved that 2 has the property
The two other cases are treated similarly.

F or and Pg
Supjx)se that 2p has the property P̂ .
Consider any Hvo non-trivial X-models of 2, say 51 and 55 , 

and their restrictions 51/Xp and ^/£q . By hypothesis, these are 
embeddable in an Xp-model (S of 2p, which can be obviously expanded 
to an X-model of 2.

We’ve proved , thus, that

-Cvai M"hc v S 5  e 1= ) 0 g  S).

Consequently, 2 has the property Pi+.
Similarly, for P5. □
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C H A P. T E R 2 . ;

UNDECIDABLE PROPERTIES OF RECURSIVE SETS OF 

EQUATIONS

§2.0. Introduction

Hie main concern of this chapter is "undecidable properties P 
of recursive sets of equations" .

In §2.1. we reduce a well-known recursively unsolvable problem 
(najnely, the halting problem for Turing Machines) to the problem of
the existence of an algorithm for deciding whether a computable field
is finite. We establish, thus, the non-existence of such an algorithm.

In § 2.2. we further reduce the problem of the existence of the 
above mentioned decision procedure to the decision problem of each 
of properties

P5 ; 1 has finite non-trivial models,

P7 : The first-order theory of the non-trivial models of 1 is
complete,

Pg : The first-order theory of the non-trivial models of 1 is model* ' 
complete,

for recursive sets 2 of equations of any strong .language with 
infinitely many operation symbols. The undecidablity of the properties 
jthus, follows.

We conclude § 2.2. with a discussion about the results obtained 
and the open problems raised in relation to them.’
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§ 2.1. We c annot decide whether a field is finite

y We prove, in this section, tliat there is no algorithn which enables 
us to decide whether a field has a finite domain.

We hope it has been made clear in Chapter 0, that,in order for such 
a problem to accept a mathematical formulation,^the objects underconsideration 
(here the fields) must be given in a way that implies an indexing of tliem 
(i.e. a representation of each one of them by a natural number) .Obviously, 
the class of all fields is too broad to be indexed; but,for our purpose^an 
indexing of a subclass of it suffices:

We call a field (? = < F , , S  > computable if F is a recursive
set of natural numbers and if and are resursive functions.

Let G be the goedel numbering of tlie set of Turing Machines,defined 
on pg. 11.For each natural number x,let cp̂ be the n-ary resursive function, 
calculated by GTi(x), and let R be the resursive set witli characteristicX
function (p̂. We call x an index of (p̂ or an index of R^ , respectively., -  X  _ _ _ _ _ X _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ X

. The function i, that maps each triple of the form

< Rx ' Vy ' >

to the natural number

2* . 3? . 5=

is, obviously, an injection. It implies, thus, an indexing of the set of 
all triples. Since every recursive field is a triple of the above kind , 
i also indexes the class of all computable fields.

We call i(S^) =2^ . 3^ . 5̂  an index of the field = < R^ , (p̂ , (p̂ >

We now advance to prove the main theorem of this section:

Theorem 2.1.0. There is no algorithm that enables us to decide whether 
a computable field is finite.

Proof

Let A and B be the following two sets of natural numbers :
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A = { w= 2̂  . 3^ . 5̂  ; (w) is a field }

B = { w = 2̂  . 3^ . 5̂  : R is finite }

It suffices to show that there is no unary partial resursive function 
lU with the properties :

i. For every w g a, i|j(w) is defined
ii. iIj(w) = 1 for every w in A n  B, while î Cw) = 0 for

every w G A - B. '

Towards establishing the non-existence of such a ib, we shall prove
the following:

Claim An w-sequence

of computable fields can be constructed, such that:
a. F = {0,1} and any other F is infiniteo ' n
b. Any two F̂  and F^ have exactly the elements 0 and 1 in 

common
c. There exists an algorithm that enables us to find, for each 

X G (0, the F^’s to which x belongs.

Proof of the claim
Hie construction is carried out step by step as follows :

1=  step
Let < Z , + , . > be the unique factorisation domain of the integers,

and let f : Z w be the bisection,given by the rule

f (n) = 2n , if n G w

f(n) = 2|n|-1 , if n g Z - u

The structure < w , ® , o > , vdth ® and o given by the rules

V< m,n> G , m® n= f (f ̂ (m) + f  ̂(n))
mo n = f (f  ̂(m) . f  ̂(n) )

.is, obviously, isomorphic with <Z , + , .> . It is , thus, a unique ■ '
factorisation domain with unit 2 and zero 0.
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2—  step
Let y 0 and let g.c.d-(x.y) stand for "the greatest common 

divisor of x and y in <Z , + , .>, taken as positive and such that the 
greatest common divisor of 0 and y is |y|" . Using wellknoun facts about 
integers, since f is algorithmic, we conclude that the following 
functions and relations are recursive:

(1) G.C.D.(x,y) = f(g.c.d.Cf"^(x),f"^(y)1
(2) G.C.D.(x,y)= 2
(3) Oi(x,y} = f (quotient of the division of f  ̂(x) by the

g.c.d.(f-l(x),f-i(y)3
(4) 02 (̂ ,y) = f (quotient of tJie division of f  ̂(y) 'by the

g.c.d.(f"^(x),f"^(y)))

The recursiveness of relation (2) immediately implies the 
recursiveness of the sets

Ap={0,2}

Aj = (2*̂ . 3̂  . : G.C.D(k,A) = 2 , A e 2o) - 1}

A = {2*'. 3̂  . p J : G.C.D(k,A) = 2 ,Ae2cj-1}

while the recursiveness of functions (3) and (4) imply the recursiveness 
of the binary partial recursive functions #  and ©  , which are defined 
as follows:

0 0 0 = 0 , 0© 2 = 2 0 0 = 2 , 2 0 2 = 0

2for any <y,w> e (2m- 1)

0 @ 0 = 0 , 0® 2 = 2© 0 = 0 , 2© 2 = 2  
2*.3y.p.©2=.3".p.=2*l(x°=_3$2(xOz,yO«)_

1
2for any <y,w> e (2m - 1)

It can be easily verified that the triple

is a computable field which, for n  ̂0, has 2° . 3  ̂. p as zero ,
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2̂  ' 3% . as unit, 2̂ *  ̂ . 3 . p^^^ as opposite of 2̂ .̂ 3^ . p^^^ ,

2 "̂.. 3^ . as opposite of 2^’'"̂  . 3̂  . p^^^ , 2* . 3%^ . p^+j as

inverse of 2̂  ̂ . 3" .p̂ ^̂  and 2"  ̂ . 3^̂  . p^^^ as inverse of 

^“ ■' ■ 3" . p„„ .

^  Step

Let fg : w ^ w be the function that maps 2 to 1 and leaves 
every other element unchanged. For every n > 0, let f^ : m -> w be the 
function tliat maps 2° . 3  ̂. p^+^ to 0, 2̂  . 3  ̂. p^^y to .1 and leaves every
other element unchanged. The structure

(? = .
w i t h

Fo = {O.D
V n > 0, F„ = {0,1}u (A^. {2“.3tp^^j,2^3^p^^j})

and

X  +  " y  = f (f-'(x) ®  f  g y l )  ' n^n- ’ ( x ) @ f p
Ix  ̂ /'•“I(?

X ' "y = f^Cf"'(x3 ©  f^\y))

is isomoi*phic with 51̂  , and, since f̂  is a recursive function, it is 
a computable field.

It is obvious that the so constructed co-sequence of"g^'s,satisfies 
conditions a,b and c of the claim. ' □.

For each natural number x, let us consider the recursive function

0^ : (0 w ,

with

=  1

and,for y é {0,1}, 0*(y) calculated by tlie follov.lng algoritlmi (the '
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the
construction of the algorithm is based on the recursiveness of and
the operation of Turing machines that has been .explained - - in 
introductory chapter):

1) Check whether y G Fy

If yes , check whether the Turing machine G (x), 
given input x, halts after 0 steps.
If yes , put 0*(y) = 1 ^
If no , put 0*[y) = 0

If no ,
2) Check whether y g F,

- 1If yes , check whether the Turing machine G (x), 
given input x, halts after 1 steps.
If yes , put 0*(y) = 1 
If no , put 0*(y) = 0

If no ,

n) Check whether y g F

If yes ,-icheck whether the Turing machine G "(x), 
given input x, halts after n-1 steps. 
If yes , put O^Cy) “ 1 
If no , put 0*(y) = 0

If no

y-1)Check whether y G Fy-i
If yes , check whether the Turing machine G (x), 

given input x, halts after y-2 steps. 
If yes , put 0^(y) = 1 
If no , put 0*(y) = 0 

If no , put 0^(y) = 0.

Since every y ̂  {0,1} is in at most one F̂ , the function 0^ is 
well-defined (If there were a y ̂  {0,1} both in F^ and F^ , then tlie 
Turing machine G  ̂(x), given input x, might stop working after m - 1 
steps. In this case, we would have 0^(y) =• 1 and 0^(y) = O.So 0^ wouldn’t 
be well-defined).
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Tlie way, in which 0^ has been constructed, implies that
a) 0^ is the characteristic function of some (not necessarily 

identical with F ) and
b) 0^ is the characteristic function of F̂ , if ' G*' (x)  ̂ given 

input X, never halts.
The reasoning for this is quite simple: G”  ̂(x) given input x ,

either stops after, say, k steps or it never stops. In the first case,
0  ̂ gets the value 1 for any y g F̂ ^y and the value 0 for any
y ̂  the second case, 0^ gets the value 1 exactly for y = 0
and y = 1.

After having defined 0̂ , we associate with it.t\\̂ o binary partial 
recursive functions and , in the following way:

For <k,A> E ŵ, check whether 0*(K) = 0*(A) = 1 (this can 
be done, since 0^ is recursive).
If no , then k + and k . ̂ A are not defined.
If yes , K and A must belong to the same F ’s (because 
of property a. of 0*).
Find the F^’s to which K and A belong (this can 
done because of property c. of F̂ 's) and put

be

5 n ,K + A = K + -A
d.

'A ,

where is the smallest natural number - such that
<K,A> G Fuf

Finally, let us consider three recursive functions

g : (i) (0
y : w ̂  w
z : to -»• to

such that g maps x to an index of 0*, y maps x to an index of
and z maps x to an index of . For tlie three functions it

holds, in other words, that

Such functions can be easily constructed. (For example, g can be taken 
by the following procedure: Write dovn tlie set of instructions,previously 
given, for calculating 0̂ . Since it is known tliat each Turing machine
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calculates a unary partial recursive function,find the Turing machine T 
whose the set of instructions for calculating a unary function coincides 
with that of 0^. Put g(x)=G[T). Functions y and z can be constructed 
similarly.)

The recursiveness of g , y and z immediately implies the 
recursiveness of the function

w : w -» w ,
•>

given by the follomng rule: i

V X e w, w(x) =

X  X  ISince, for each x e w, if F is the set characterised by 0 , then +Tl Cy
and coincide mtli +  ̂ and •  ̂ , respectively, it holds that

^^g(x) ’ ^̂ y(x) ’ ^z(x)^

This fact, together with properties a and b of 0^ implies that:
a! V.x G to, w(x) is the index of a computable field and

-b! V X  G to, is finite if and only if the Turing machine
G (x), given input x, never halts.

Reconsider now our original problem ofpg.71. If A and B are 
the sets, defined there, properties a ' and b ' can be rewritten as 
follows :

a ". V X e to, w(x) g A
b V X G to, w(x) G B o G  ̂(x), given input x, never halts.Suppose

that a partial recursive function 0, idth properties i. and ii.. exists. 
Hien, properties i and a" imply that the function

0 « w ■

is defined on w , while properties ii and b" imply that:

0 o w(x) = 1 if G (̂x), given input x,doesn't halt

0 o w(x) = 0 if G (̂x), given input x, halts

0 °w' is, thus, the characteristic function of the set

. K = (x E W: G (̂x), given input x, never halts} ^
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which must be recursive.
On the other hand, the non-recursiveness of K (i.e. the recursive 

unsolvability of the halting problem) is a well-known fact (see Rogers’
[24] pg 25).

Assuming that 0 exists, we derive a contradiction; so, such a 0 
doesn’t exist. Tliis implies the non-existence of a procedure for deciding 
whether a field is finite. □
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§ 2.2. Hie-undecidability of properties Pg , Py and P̂

In this section we establish the undecidability of properties Pg,
Vj and Pg, for recursive sets of equations of strong languages ‘ with 
infinitely many operation s)rnbols. We obtain tlie results by effectively 
reducing the problem of tlie existence of an algoritlim for deciding whether 
a computalbe field is finite to tlie decision problems of P^'s and by 
making use of the fact tliat the former algoritlim doesn’t exist:

Let
£  =  < +  J - >

be the language with a binary operation symbol + and a unary operation 
symbol - . For each field

let us consider the language

taken from £ by adding a new unary operation symbol f ̂ , for each 
A G F. The theory of vector spaces over j? can be viewed as the first 
order f g? -theory, that is generated by the folloiving set of equations:

Vg! = {(Vv„Vj)(V(,+Vj=Vj+Vo) , CVVpVjV2)CCVo+Vi)+V2=Vp+CVi+V2)), 
(VVoVi)CVo+(-Vp)=Vi+(-Vi)) , (VVqVi)CV(|+(Vi + C-Vj) =v„)} u
u {C¥Vo)(£̂ ^̂ .g!̂ V̂o = f̂  Vo + £;̂ V̂o) : <Xj.X2>e^F}u 

u = V : : <Xj,A2>s2f}u

U  { ( V V q V j ) (f^ C V g + V y )  = f ^ V g  + f ^ V j )  : A G  F } U  

' U{(VvQ)Cf^VQ=Vg)}.

An f g -model of Vg; is a vector space over ÿ . If 51 is a vector 
space over 5 > &:iy linearly independent set of generators of it is a 
basis of 51. All bases of 21 are known to have the same cardinality,which 
is called the dimension of 2£ and it is denoted by dim 51.

In the course of proving our basic Tlieorem 2.2.2., we shall make
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use of the following two Leninias, proofs of which can be found in any 
standard text of Algebra:

Lemma 2.2.0. The follokdng conditions hold:
a. Any tivo vector spaces over g , mth the same dimension, are 

isomorphic
b. If is any infinite vector space over , then

llatll = 11511-dim 2X .

Lemma 2,2.1. Consider the £ g  -structure

wwith fV defined by the rule

¥A' E F , f^ (A ' ) = A • ̂  A *,

Then,for each natural number n different from zero, the f g -structure

’̂ g = g x g x . . . x g  

is a vector space over S  with dimension n.

Theorem 2.2.2. Hie following three conditions hold:
a. Vg has non-trivial finite models, if and only if g is finite
b. The first-order theory of tlie iion-trivial models of Vg is

complete if and only if g is infinite
c. The first-order theory of the non-trivial models of Vĉ  is

(j
model-complete if and only if fr is infinite.

Proof

Condition a. If g  is finite, then g is a finite non-trivial model of 
Vç. .

Suppose, conversely, that g is infinite. Any non-trivial finite 
model of would, obviously, have a finite dimension*so, by Lemmas
2.2.1. and 2.2.0.a., it would be isomorphic with o'. 21 should, thus, be 
infinite,which contradicts tlie hypothesis that 31 is finite. Vg has,tlius, 
no finite non-trivial models.

Conditions b.and c. We denote by |p| tlie smallest cardinal number which 
is greater than tlie cardinality of F* We shall prove tlie following:
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Claim Vg is max{co, -categorical.

Pi'oof of the claim 
We distinguish,two cases:

Case 1 max{u , ]F|̂ } = w
Let be any model of. V-- , of cardinality w. If ^  had a finiteu -

dimension, then it would be isomorphic witli the vector spaces
d i Æ

tlirough Lemmas 2.2.1. and 2.2.0.a. But, since |F|* is at most equal with 
(0, |F| is a natural number. 21 would have, thus, cardinality

e w ,

which ivould contradict tlie hypothesis that |A| =u . '
The dimension of 21 is, thus,an infinite number smaller than its 
cardinality. We have proved,thus, that

(¥2£ 1= Vg; with |A| = w) (dim21= w) (1)

Case 2 max{u , ]F|^}= > w
Let, again, 21 be any model of Vg? of cardinality |F|*. If 21 

had a finite dimension, then its cardinality would be equal to
|P|dimat

But |f | is at least as large as w; so it would hold that
dim^f

|F| =|F| (2)

From (2) we would deduce that the cardinality of 21 would be equal to
|f | and we would derive a contradiction. 21 has, thus, infinite dimension 
not greater than its cardinality. I.e. it holds that

u  ̂diJTiSr S |Fp (3)

Also, from Lemma 2.2.0.b. we deduce that

|A| = dimSr ■ jF| = |F| + . (4)

Relations (3) and (4) and cardinal arithmetic [see Suppes [26]) imply that

dim2X = IFI"̂
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hh.have proved that

C\i2l|=Vrç with |A| = |Fl'̂ )(dim2I = |F|*l (S)
■ ■

Relations (1) and [5) say that any two vector spaces over g , of 
cardinality max{w , have the same dimension. They are,thus, by
Lemma 2,2.0.a., isomorphic. Hence, Vg is max{w , |F|^}-categorical and 
we are done. □

Tlie first order theory of the non-trivial models of Vg can,obviously, 
be considered as the theory

0 = 0C:Vg;U{(;3vQV̂ )(vQj»̂ v̂ )î]

We have, already, proved that, if g  is infinite, the following two 
conditions hold:

i. 0 has no finite models and
ii. 0 is max{to, |F|*}-categorical.

iliis, together with Theorem 0.1.0., implies that 0 is a complete first 
order theory. Since 0 is axiomatizable just by ¥ 3 - sentences,conditions 
i and ii, together ivith Theorems 0.1.1. and 0.1.2.,imply that 0 is, also, 
model-complete. We have, thus, proved direction 4- of conditions b and 
Ç of the theorem. - , '   • . : c.

We prove the converse direction.
Suppose that g  is finite. We consider the vector space g and

its basis

{<1,0 ,0> , <0,1,0> , <0 ,0 ,1>} ,
3%  . . .

The substructure 21 of g  , generated by the set

{<1,0,0% , <0,1,0>} ,
3— 3—

has dimension 2; it is, thus,a proper substructure of g. Since g has 
|f1̂  elements, it holds that 

3—
g|= [3x x ...X ){x )

|F| ■ IFI
and

2f 1/ (9x.x,...x J(x T̂ x ... T̂ x • ) 
|F| |F|
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We have, thus, found two non-trivial models 21 and of Vg and a
sentence a of f <g, such that

( 21 c %  /\ C g ]= o) A  ( 21 .

This means that the theory of the non-trivial models of Vg is neither
complete nor model-complete; so we are done. □

hliat we have just proved together with tlie fact that there is no 
algorithm, that enables us to decide ŵ hetlier a computable field is finite, 
•helps us establish our undecidability results:

Theorem 2.2.3. Let £' be any storg algebraic language, witli infinitely 
many operation symbols. There is no algorithm tliat enables us to decide 
whether a recursive 1 c Eq̂ . has each of the following properties:

P.: Z has finite non-trivial modelsD
P^ : The first-order theory of the non-trivial models of Z is 

complete

Pg : The first-order theory of the non-trivial models of Z is 
model-complete.

• Proof

Let

be any language, with at least one operation symbol Q of rank greater 
than one, denumerably many operation symbols of arbitrary rank and 
at most denumerably many constant symbols ĉ .

For each computable field

g = < F , , "^> ,

let us consider the system of definitions for fg; in which is 
given by the following rule:
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= Q'̂ qVjV^ .. .V,

= Q o^o^o  • • •

v V A s f .

As we have seen on pg 34,a function

in. : Tenrio -+ Term,
5 5 1

is, then, defined.
If Vg is an defined on pg 78, let us consider the set of 

Xequations

Vg = {(AÂ7) (in̂  J) = in̂ 0̂) : (¥v) ((p = 0) E Vg} u

u {(W)(Qv=in (V(,+Vj)) , (WKQ()V=in^ (-Vg))) u
o %

U {(VvKQ;^^iV= in CqVj|)):Ae F}U {(Vv3(Q^^jV = v^):A^ F} u 

u  ((VVg)(Cj = + (-Vg)) ; j e J)

For each

21

Xg- model of Vg , let us define the X- structure

as follows:

31 <A>Q^, w ’ Ej)

¥ âE , Q^((a) = a^+^a^

¥âE^^O^A ,
^^r(Atl)^ , Q^^(a) = f^%^) A E p 
“ r(A+l)

¥ aE 
¥ aE

"A '̂"0 
’a , (a) = Bg"A+1 

.21 
'j

0)

c
the element of A tliat is equal with a+^‘(-'"̂ ),(We have denoted by O' 

for all a E A).
It can be easily checked that. 2t is an XUmodel of. Vg .

• On the otlier hand, for each
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X -model of X-J , let us define the Xg-stnicture

sr = <A,+^,

as follows:

V<a,b> E , a+̂ b̂ = (a,b,b,...,b)
I V a E A , -a^ = (a,a,,... ,a) j (2)

V a e A  , = ( ^ + i ( a , a , . . . , a )  A e  F

Again, it is easy to verify tliat 31. .is an Xr̂ model of__________ Q__________ (V

Let Mod Vg and Mod \l̂ be the classes of Xg-models of Vg and 
X'-models of Vg , respectively. We are going to prove the following :

Claim 1. The function

f : Mod Vg -> Mod Vg , 

that maps 31 • to the structure 31', given by relations (1), is a bisection.

■ Proof- of the claim 
We prove that f ' is injective; i.e. that it holds:

^f^33-f(31)7^f(33) (3)

If 31 is different from ^ , either they have different universes 
or the interpretations of at least one operation symbol in the lavo 
structures are different. In the first case,31 ' and 33' will have different 
universes, while, in -tlie second case, the corresponding, through relations 
(1), jc-operation symbol will have different interpretations in 31' and 33̂ % ' 
In both cases, f(31) differs from f(33). We have, thus, proved relation 
(3).

If 31' is a n  X  ' -model of \g , then it can be easily verified that 
the . ̂ model of Vg , which is giVen'by relations (2), has the property

f(31) =31%'

f is, thus, sürjective. This completes the proof of the claim. □

Claim 2. The following conditions hold:
a. has property P̂  if and only if g  is finite
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• b. .Vg has each of properties and P^ if and only if g is 
infinite.

■’' . Proof of the claim

Condition a. Since 3! and f(3l) have, by construction, the same 
universe and because of the fact that f is bijective, it holds that

VX has property P V^ has property P (4)
o .  ̂ . Ü G

Relation (4) and Tlieorem 2.2.2.a. imply that

Vg has property P̂  g is finite.

Condition b. and c. Let 3£ and 35 be any tivo .Cg-models of Vg and let

i : A)—

be a bisection. It is very easy to show that, if i is an isomorphism 
between 31 and 33 , then it is a "'so an isomor%)hism between the structures 
31' and 3V , which correspond to 31 and33 ', through formation rules (1).
It holds, tlius, that

(V <31,55 > E ̂ tod ) C 21 =55 ̂  f (21) = f (55)) (5)

In the course of proving Tlieorem 2.2.2. we has shown that Vg is 
maxloj, |P|*) -categorical. If 3£ ' and 3 '̂ are any two models of 
of cardinality max{w, |P|̂ }, then f~^(3[') and f"^(33') are models of 
Vg with cardinality max{u , |F|̂ }. Hiey are, thus, isomorphic. So are , 
because of (5), their images through f. Hence,it holds that

2£' = f(fl2t)) = £(fl55)) = 25'

We have proved that Vg is also max{w,|F[^} - categorical.

Suppose, nowq that g  is infinite. Tlien, Tlieorem 2.2.2. and 
condition a. of this theorem imply tliat Vg has no finite non-trivial 
models. Tliis fact, combined with the max{w , |f |̂ > - categoricity of Vg 
and Theorem 0.1.0., imply that Vg has the property P.̂. If we take into 
account the fact that the first order theory of tlie non-trivial models of 
Vg is axiomatizable by V ] •- sentences, we derive from Iheorems 0.1.1. 
and 0.1.2. that Vg has, also, the property Pg . Hence, wo have proved 
that :
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g  is finite ŷL has properties and P̂

Direction ^ of the claim has, thus, been proved.

We prove the otlier direction.
Suppose that g is finite. Tlien, as we have seen on pg 81,there 

exist two fg - models of 31 and 33, such, that 21 is a substructure
of 55 jaUK :IF|’ a-nJ - = , . . .

For the images of 31 and 33 through f, it also holds that 

This, obviously, implies that Vg has neither property nor property

Pe-
The proof of condition .b of the claim is now complete. □

Up to this point, we'have managed to relate with each computable 
field 5 a set V g  of £'-equations and to find conditions under which 
it has tlie required properties.

The computability of g , obviously, implies the decidability Vg ; 
this fact and the computability of 5g imply that Vg is decidable. 
Consequently, if

is the goedel numbering of the set of expressions of X" , defined of pg 19, 
the set

g*CVg:]

is a recursive subset of w .

In the introductory chapter (pg 29 ), we gave a mathematical 
formulation of the decision problem of a property p of recursive sets 
of X -equations. Under the convetions made in §2.1., the decision problems 
of Pg ,' Py - and Pg • are tlie problems of the existence or not of a unary 
partial recursive function (p, with the properties:

i. ¥ X  E C , (p(x) is defined
'ii 1̂  ̂  ^ ^ » (p(x) = 1

I ¥  X  E C-D , (p (x) = b , .

where
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C = {x : = g"̂ [Z] for some I E Eq^,}

and

D = {x : R = g*CU for some I c Eq.* with the 

property: Pg Cor'"— Py or — Pg) }

Let A , B and i are as defined on pg 70.A partial recursive 
function f, Avitli domain A, that maps each w^E A to the index (see 
pg 70 ) of the recursive set

r . - , . , '  ■ .

can be constructed, in the obvious way. It holds, thus, for f that

¥ w E A , R ^  = gX[V\^ ] '

£ i (w)

Suppose that a partial recursive function (p, -with properties i 
and ii, given above, exists. Since, for each w e A, f(w) is the index 
of g^pv^_2^^^],for the unary partial recursive function

to o f

it holds that
il ¥ w e A , (p o f (w) is defined

Also claim 2 implies that, if w is the index of a finite field, then
f(w) is in D while, if w is tlie index of an infinite field, then
f(w) is in C-D. Combining tliis fact witli the properties of (p we
derive that

i ¥ w e A n B , ( p o f ( i v ) =1
ii.

¥ w € A - B , (p o f(w) = 0 
As we have seen on pg 71,a function with properties i' and ii' 

provides a procedure for deciding wliether a computable field is finite. 
Tliis contradicts Theorem 2.1.0. IVe conclude ,tlius, that (p doesn't exist.

This fact proves that properties Pg , Py and Pg are undecidable 
for recursive sets of X '- equations. □

In McKenzie's [12] it is proved that, in every strong algebraic 
.language, there is no algorithm which enables us to decide whether a
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single equation e has finite non-trivial models. Tliis results, obviously, 
implies ours. As we have seen on pg 37 t̂he tecliniques by which the two 
results are obtained have no similarity. IVe have included our weaker • 
result (Tlieorem 2.2.3.a.) in the tliesis, in order to show tlie range of 
application of our method. At any rate, we had to follow the same procedure 
in order to establish the remaining undecidability results, of tliis section.

The undecidability results concerning properties Py and Pg , 
‘ŵ hich have been obtained in this section, are new in tlie literature.

The complexity of the language, in which tlie results are taken,is 
very high, though. This fact, certainly diminishes the significance of 
. them. Our belief is that they can be extended in any strong language, by 
the followujig procedure:

. As McNulty has shoivn in [13] ., for each computable field 5 ,
a universal system 5g of definitions for X g in X , with respect to 
{ (VVg) (v̂  = Vg) }, exists. If ŵ e manage to effectively associate,with each 
such (J , a suitable 5 g  and a recursive extension Vg of in Vg so 
that ^

(Vg has the property P̂ ) (Vg has the property P̂ )

then, we will derive the undecidability of properties Py and Pg , for 
recursive sets of X -equations. - -- C . .

Unfortunately, in spite of our intense efforts, we have not been 
able to find these ^g’s . We hope someone else ivill succeed in doing this,

Hie fact that a property P is undecidable for recursive sets of 
X - equations implies no immediate answer to the decision problem of the 
property, for finite sets of X-equations.

In the special case of Py and Pg , there is not even hope that 
one can establish the undesidability of them for finite sets, following 
the same (or a similar) method that was used for recursive sets. This is 
because the method is based on the distinction between finite and infinite
i.e. because it is based on the fact that

Vg has P^ (ÿ is infinite Vg is infinite

Another method should, thus, be found. Maybe this of chapter 1,
provided that we have been able to find finite sets Z with the property
P^ (For trivial languages, it will be shown, in chapter 3, that such
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sets cloift exist). Tlie following problem is,thus, open:
Problem : Investigate the decision problem of Py and Pg , for finite 
sets of equations of non-trivial languages.
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C H A P T E R  3

TRIVIAL LANGUAGES

§3.0. Introduction

In the previous chapters, the decision problems of properties 
P : the first - order tlieory of I is complete,
V : the first - order theory of I is model-complete,
Pg: the equational theoiy of I is equationally complete,
Pj: the first - order theory of the infinite models of 1 is

complete,
P^: the first - order theory of the infinite models of 1 is

model-complete,
Pg : Z has tlie joint embedding property,
P^: the first-order theoiy of the non-trivial models of Z has

the joint embedding property,
Pg: the first-order theory of the infinite models of Z has the 

joint embedding property,
Pg: Z has no finite non-trivial models,
Py : the first-order theory of the non-trivial models of Z is

complete and
Pg : the first - order theory of the non-trivial models of Z is

model-complete,
for sets Z of equations of non-trivial algebraic languages, were 
examined.

In this chapter, we work in trivial algebraic languages X(i.e. 
in algebraic languages, with exactly one unary operation symbol and no 
operation symbols of raiik greater than one) and we construct algorithms
that enable us to decide whether a finite Z c Bq̂  has each of the •
above mentioned properties.

Tlie decidability of properties £, P, Pg , Py and Pg is proved 
in §3.1 . In §3.2. the general procedure followed, in order for the
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decision problems of properties Pq - P5 to be answered, is explained. 
Hie base-decidability of any finitely based equational theory.in any 
trivial language with at most one constant symbol,is proved in §3.3., 
and,as a consequence, the decidability of properties Pq - P5, for 
finite sets of equation of such languages, is established. Finally ,
§ 3.4. deals with the decision problems of Pg - P5, in languages with 
more than one constant symbols.
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§ 3.1. The base-decidability of and the positive solution
to the decision problems of ^ , P , , Py and P̂ .

In McNulty ’ s [13], it is proved that, in any non-trivial 
language, the equational theory Eq^- is base-undecidable. We prove, in 
this section, that, in any trivial language, Eq^ is a base - decidable 
equational theory. We use this result in order to establish the 
decidability of properties P and Pg, in such languages. The non
existence of equational £-theories with properties Py or Pg is also 
proved.

Let

X = {f} u {Cj : j E J}

be any trivial algebraic language. For any X-term, (p , let V be the; 9
set of variables,occurring in cp, and let be the set of constant 
symbols,occurring in (p. Since f is unary, the two sets are at most 
singletons.

We define four equational theories, as follows:

S  ' Ggq[((Vvo)(fVg = Vo))u{Cj^ = Cĵ  : h}]
«>2 = 0j.q[CVVoVi)(fVo=fVj)]

^2  ̂GcqCf Cfvp = cp : j S J)]

It is obvious that, if J = 0, then Oj and 0^ coincide mtli 0̂  and 
02, respectively. It is also obvious that, since non-trivial models of 
the above theories can be easily constructed, they are equationally 
consistent. We are going to prove tliat

Theorem 3.1.0. The following relations hold:

1* 01 = {(¥v) ({p = 0) : (V̂  = A (Doc.- C0)}
2.Tj = {(¥v)C(p = 0) : Vjp = V^}
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3. 0̂  = {(¥v̂ ) (v̂  = v̂ ) : iE to} u (ĉ  = : j e J} u
{ (¥v) (q) = 0) : <(p,0>E ̂ (Term - V - {c. : j e J})}a. J

4. 0̂  = { (W^) (v̂  = v̂ ) : iE to} u {(¥v)((p = 0) : <tp,0>E ̂ (Te'rm^-V^)} 

.Proof.:

We prove relation (1).
From the axioms of derivation for equational logic (pg 21), it 

follows that the set '

{ (¥v) (0 = 0): (V0 = V0) A (C0 = C0)}

contains its equational consequences. It is, thus, an equational theoiy 
and, since (¥Vg)(fVg = Vg) is in it, it holds that

01 c {(W) (0 = 0) : (V0 = V0) A (C0 = C0)}. (5)

On the other hand, the equation (VVg) (fVg = Vg) implies the equations

(Vv.) (f’̂v. = V.) and f̂ c. = c.

for any n , i and j .  It implies, thus, the equation

(¥v) (0 = 0),

for any pair <0,0> with V0 = V0 and C0 = C0 .
We have proved that it holds:

01 E»'{ (¥v) (0 = 0) : (V0 = V0) A (C0 = C0)}. (6)

From (5) and (6), relation (1) follows

Relation (2) is proved in the same way.

We prove relation (3).
The axioms of derivation for equational logic, obviously, imply 

that no equation of the forms

(Vv) (v̂  = 0) and (W) (ĉ  = 0) ,

where 0 is a variable different from v^ or a constant »and 0 is a 
constant different from ĉ  or a variable,is implied by the set

{ (¥v. ) (v. =v. ) : iE(j}u{c . =c . : jEj}u{ (¥v) (0=0) :
(<0 ,0>E^ (Term^-V^-{c^:jEj})}
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Tliis set is, thus, an equational theory which includes .
On the other hand, for any pair <(p,il;> G Tem^, it holds that .

CVVgVj)(fVj,=fVj) 1= (W)(f(p=Cl)). ‘(8)

From this we deduce that each equation in the set (7) is implied by the 
equation (Vv V̂j) (fvQ=fVj) .We have proved,thus, that the set (7) is included 
in 02 '

This completes the proof of relation (3).
• '

Relation (4) is proved similarly. 0

Procedures for deciding whether an X-equation is in each one of 
the four theories are tacitly implied by Theorem 3.1.0. and elementary 
Recursion Theory (see Monk’s [15],chapter 10].We have,thus,the folloiving:

Coro 1 lary 3.1.1 Tlie equational theories Oj , 0̂  , ^2 are
decidable.

Tlie diagram below gives the exact position of any X-equation, ivith 
respect to » 2̂ » Wg. (For simplicity, we omit the universal
quantifier and we dont’t distinguish (p = iD from =

-n

-c:C{

V-
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Making use of this diagram, we are going to prove the following:

Theorem 3.1.2. An equational theory 0 is equationally consistent if 
and only if it is included in or in Og"

, / Proof

Since and Wg have models of any given cardinality a ,so does 
every subset of each of tdiem. Every subtheoiy of or 2̂ has, thus, 
non-trivial models ; hence,it is equationally consistent

We prove the other direction:
If 0 is not included in any of ^^*s, then, either it contains 

an equation not in u Og, or it is included in u $2 but it has a 
non-emply intersection with both - ̂ 2 2̂ " ̂ 1 •

In the first case, since any equation not in u ̂ 2 is of the 
form -

(Vv. ¥v. )(fV. =v. )ii %2 1̂ 2̂
or

=V^) .

for some n g co, 0 must contain an equation of the above form. Clearly ,
such an equation has only trivial models. So does 0 . We have,proved ,
thus, that

0 = Eq_j, .
In the second case, either, for some n , n̂  , m^ in w - 1,

_ '̂ 1 1̂
{(VVj|)(£ v„=v^),(VvKf V|,=f Vj)) c 0 , (1)

or, for some n , n̂  in w - 1 and for some constant term (p,

{ ( V vg )  ( f % o = V o ) , ( V vg )  (f V o = ( p ) }  c  (D. (2)

Relation (1) implies that
•nn-, _ nn. nm,

{(VV(,)Cf V(,=v„), (¥v) Cf v„=£ Vi)}c0,

while relation (2) implies that
nn, ' nn. n

{CVvq)(f Vp=v„), (VVg)(£ Vp=f 0)} c 0
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Eitlier

(Vv')(V() = f Vj) 

or

(W ) (v„ = )

is, thus, in 0. Since these equations have both only trivial models, so 
does 0. From this we conclude that ,

0 = Eq. □

The reader is reminded, at this point, that an equational theory 
0 is called base-decidable if there exists an algorithm that enables 
us to decide whether, given any finite 1 c Eq^ ,2 is a basis of 0. We 
have, thus, as an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.'1.2., the following:

Corollary 3.1.3. In any trivial language X, the equational theory 
Eq^ is base-decidable.

We observe now that, since and 0̂  have finite non - trivial 
models extendable to infinite models of them, every equationally consistent 
equational theory has also, by Theorem 3.1.3.., finite non-trivial models 
that can be extended to infinite models of it. We conclude, thus, that 
no set of X-equations has the first-order theory of its non-trivial models 
complete or model-complete.

We also conclude that the only first-order theoiy axiomatizable by 
X-equations, that either has no finite non-trivial models or is complete 
or is model-complete, is G[Eq^] .

Combining the remarks, made above, with Corollary 3.1.3. we 
finally derive the following:

C orollary 3.1.4. In any trivial language X, properties _P_ , P , Pg , 
and Pp are decidable, for finite sets of X-equations.
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§ 3.2. The decision problems of properties P q - Pt̂

Towards examining the decision problems of properties P0-P5 in any 
trivial language X, we give below (Theorem 3.2.0.) necessary and sufficient
conditions in order for a set of X-equations to have each one of properties
P:(i e {0,1,2,3,4,5}):

Theorem 3.2.0. Let X be any trivial language and let 2 be any set 
of X-equations. Then, the following hold:

a. 2 has the property Pq^ (0j,̂ C2] = 0 )̂ v (0̂ ^[2] = •

b. 2 has the property Pj^ (0̂ 1̂21 = Oj) v (0̂ ^[2]=O2).

c. 2 has the property Pg"̂  (0  ̂c ^  ̂ ^ ^ ̂ 2^
d. If X has no constant symbols, then all Z’s have the property

P3 . Otherwise,
2 has the property P3^ Z|= {fCj = Cj :j^ (Cĵ  = Cĵ  :<jj

e. If X has no constant s)mbols, then
2 has the property P̂  2 is equationally consistent.
Otherwise,
2 has the property P̂  (Z is equationally consistent) a

A (2f={fCj = Cj:jG j}u(Cj^ = Cj^:<ji,j2>̂ Ĵ}).

f. If f has no constant symbols, then
Z has the property P5 Z is equationally consistent.
Otherwise,
Z has the property P̂  ^ (Z is equationally consistent) a

A (Z|= {fCj = Cj:j Gj}u = Cj^:<j^,i2>^^}),

Proof

We prove relations a. and b.

. In Theorem 1.2.0., we proved that has properties P̂  and P̂  • 
Similarly, we can prove that 0̂  ̂ has the two properties.

. On the other hand, if 2 is neither a basis of 0^ nor a basis of 
0^, theorem 3.1.2. shows that- either

S GgqCZÏ C 02
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So, 1 doesn’t have the property Pq and, because of lemma 1.2.1., it 
doesn’t have the property P^, either. Tliis completes the proof of
relations a., and b. □

We prove relation c.

In theorem 1.2.3., we proved that any Z„ such that

has the property P^. In a similar way, one can prove that any 2 , with

*2 C GgqCZ] C 5, ,

has the property P2 . Direction ^ of relation c has, thus, been shown

Tlie proof of direction of relation c will be given later, on 
pg 121. We consider this necessary, because, otherwise, a series of lemmas 
should be given at this point, which might make the understanding of the 
general procedure difficult. □

We prove relations d , e and f.

Suppose, firstly, that X = <f> .

If [2] is equationally inconsistent, then it, obviously, hasLq
property P̂  but not properties P̂  ̂ and P̂  .

If 0 [2] is equationally consistent but it contains onlyhiCJ
variable-uniform equations, then any tivo models of it 31 and 3  , with
A n B = 0 , can be embedded in its model 31 u , through tlie inclusion
mappings. 0 [2] has, thus, properties P. (i g {3,4,5}).tq 1

If 0 [2] is equationally consistent but'it contains at least oneLq
equation of the form

(Vv.v.)Cfy = fV) , j i ,J -  J  •  J -  J
then 1 implies tlie equation

(Vv.v.)(£”v = £ % ) ,J -  J  J .  J
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which, in its turn, implies

= iTv.) .

Consequently,

2 1= (3 Vo)(fV(, = Vp) . (Il

Suppose, now, that 31 and 3$ are any two models of 2. Because 
of (1), there exists a pair <a,b> g A x B ̂ such tliat f̂ (̂a) = a and 
f^(b) = b . Consider tlie mappings

g : 31 31 X 2 3  and h : 23 ̂  31 ̂  33 ,

which are given by the rules:

¥ X G A , g(x) = <x,b>
¥ y G B , h(y) = <a,y> .

It can be easily shoiai that g and h are embeddings, and that, since
31X is a model of 2 , 2  has properties P3 , P̂  and P^.

Summarising what we have proved above, we can say that every set 
of X-equations has property P3 and that every equationally consistent 
set of X-equations has properties P̂  ̂ and Pg.

•
Suppose, now, that X contains arbitrarily many constant s>Tnbols.

In this language, if 2 implies the set

{fc = c. : jGj} u {c. = c. : <j ,j >e ;J J Jj J 2 I ^

any two models 31 and 33 of it can be embedded in 31 x 33

On the other hand, if 2 doesn’t imply the equation fcj = Cj ,
then it' has two models 31 and ^  such that

31 1= fc = c and 33 fc = c ,

and if 2 doesn’t imply the equation c. = c. , then it has two
models 31 and 33 such that • 1 2

31 1= c. = c. and 33}̂  c. = c,3i J2 32
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In both cases, 3£ and 33 cannot be embedded in a third X-structure.

We have proved, thus, that the following hold:

PqP) ^ 2 1= {fc. = c. : j E J} u{c. =c. :
 ̂ 1 3  ll l2 •

and

P14P) is equationally consistent) a
t

A (2f= {fc. = c. : jG J}U {C. =c. : )*P (2)3 3 3% 32 5
So, we are done □

It easily follows from theorem 3.2.0. that, if ŵ e manage to prove 
that every finite set of equations of a trivial language generates 
a base-decidable (hence decidable) equational theory, we can derive a 
positive solution of the decision problems of PL's , as an immediate 
consequence.

Since, among the numerous base-undecidable equational . theories ,
which are known in the literature, neither can be formulated in a trivial
language, and since all our attempts to construct new such theories were 
unsuccessful, we have good reasons to believe that all equational X-theories 
are base-decidable.

In the next sections, a partly successful attempt to prove the 
required base-decidability result is made, the reasoning of which is 
exhibited below:

Let G be the set of all variables and constant symbols of X ; 
i.e. let

G = u {c. : jej} .a ' 3
We associate^wdth each finite 2 c Eq̂  a set of invariants

= {A2Cg):gSG} u {Bj(gj,g2):<gj,g,>e^G, ,

which is defined as follows:
A^(g) = <m,n> if m .is the smallest natural number, such tliat, for some 

i  ̂m, the equation f^g = f^g is implied by 2 and n is the 
smallest natural number different from zero,such that tlie equation
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f^g = f^^^g is implied by 2.
A2(g) = «> if there is no pair of distinct natural nimibers <i,j> , such

tliat the equation f^g = f^g is implied by 2.
B̂ '(ĝ ,g2) = <m,n> if m is tlie smallest natural number, such that, for

some i, the equation f̂ g^ = f^gg is implied by 2 and n
is the smallest natural number,such that the equation f̂ g^ = 
f^g2 is implied by 2.

B^(g^,g2) = “ if there is no pair of natural numbers <i,j>  ̂such that 
the equation f̂ gj = f^gg is implied by 2.

If wo prove that the set I ̂  characterises the equational theorŷ  
which is generated by 2 (i.e. that 0^^[2j] = 0̂ ^[22] , if and only if 

= 1^2  ̂ and that tlie set of invariants f^ can be effectively
discovered from 2 (i.e. that there exists an algorithmic procedure that
gives, for each 2, the set then we will have a procedure for
deciding whether a finite T c Eq^ is a basis of 0gg[2] (since we can
find 12 and Crj. and check whether they are equal or not).
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§ 3.3 The base-decidability of all equational theories of a trivial 
algebraic lanfiuage with at most one constant synbol and the positive 
solution to the decision problems of , in this language.

 ̂ Let

X = <f> or X = <f,c>

and let 2 be any finite set of X-equations. We prove,in this section, 
that the equational theory G^^[2] is base-decidable, from which it 
follows that it is decidable. We make use of this fact and of Tlieorem 
3.2.0. of the previous section in order to give a positive solution to 
the decision problems of P^'s, for finite sets of X-equations.

Let 2 be any set of X-equations and let 2 be the result of 
replacing in 2 each equation of the form

f^c =

by the equation

C V V o ) ( f % = f % ) ,

and each equation of the form

(¥v.) (f\ = fV)
or

C¥v.) (fV = f"c)
by the equation

(Vv̂ v,) (f̂ VQ = f \ ) .

2 contains, thus, no constant s>mbols. We shall prove the following:

Lemma 3.3.0. For any 2 c Eq̂ , and for any pair <m,n> of natural 
numbers, it holds that

5 f= fH'c = f"c « I|= (W„)(£“V(, = £ \ )
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Proof
Direction is an immediate consequence of the axioms of

derivation of f l o g i c .

ĥ e prove the converse direction.
Suppose that 2 doesn't imply tlie equation c = f"̂ c. Tlien,there 

exists a model 31 of 2, such tliat
— j-TTl Q rTl

f̂ t '(c3I) f f^ (c3I). ,

Consider the substructure <c^> of 31, which is generated by c^^. Each 
element of <c3[> is of the form

f2l ,

for some k e u.
For each equation of the forni f^c = f^c in 2 and for each KG w, 

it holds that

Consequently, since 31 is a model of 2, it follows that

= f2̂ '’(f2l"(c2q) . (1)

_ rV.For each equation of the form (Vvj) (f Vj = f c) in 2 and for
ch pa

2:
each pair <k,A> e ŵ, the folloiving series of equalities is deduced from

fV+l'c = fWfXc = £'’c = f̂ v. = £̂ *£̂ 0 = £'’f^c =

It holds, thus, that
orA

£2£ (£% = £^^ (£^ (c^L) . (2)

From (1) and (2) and from the way in which 2 has been constructed, 
we derive that

<c^ > [= 2

and that

<c2ts ^ (VVj,) = £"V(|).

This implies that
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2 K (VVoK£“v„ = f"v„). ■

This completes the proof of the lemma. □

Lemma 3.3.1. Let 1 be any finite set of f-equations  ̂which is
included in .

If 1 contains at least one non-tautolocy with variables, then
the equational theory, generated by I, equals, the equational theory, 
generated by tlie set

{(Vvo)(£\ = , T c  = fl+Sc) -,

where
a. k is the smallest natural number such that, for some i E w

and some n E w - 1, the equation

(Vv̂ ) (f̂ v̂  = or fVv̂ ) = f̂ v̂ )

is contained in I,
b. d is the greatest common divisor of the set

{|m-n| : e 5}

c. 1 is the smallest natural number such that, for some i E w
and some n E w - 1, the equation

(Vv̂ ) (fv̂  = or (Vv̂ )
or

j-1 rd+n j-l+n Af c  = f c o r f  c = f c

is contained in 1, and
d. g is the greatest common divisor of the set

: (Vv̂ ) (f^'^V = T'^V) e 5 or e I)

If all the non-tautologies, contained in I, have no variables
then tlie equational theory, generated by Z, equals the equational theory,
generated by the set

{f^c = f^^&c} ,

where 1 and g are as before.
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- . . Proof

Claim 1 . For any pair <m,n> of natural numbers and for any p e w , 
it holds that

(Vvpcfv. = f"v.) k (Vvpcfv. = V.) (1)

Proof of the claim (By induction on P)
For P = 0 , it holds. '
Suppose that (1) holds for P = k. Since we have that

^+(k+l)-lm-n( _ ^+k |m-n| ̂ |m-nl

the induction hypothesis leads us to the conclusion that

CVvp (^V. = fv.) t= (Vvp y, = y.) . (2)

If m > n, then the relation

(Vv^)Cf^v^ = f"v^) h (Vv^3( ^ f = fv.%

together with (2), imply that

(¥v.)(f™v. = £"v.) t= (¥vOCf™v-. = jf^(k+l)|m-n|y ) ̂  ̂ 1  ̂  ̂ 1 . 1
If m < n, then the relation

(Vv.)Cfv. = £"v. ) H CVv.)(f™'*'l”''’lv. = fv. = £ v̂.) , ̂ 1 1 1 1 *

together with (2), again, imply that

CVvO(f™V. = £"v.) K (VvO(f™v. = fm+(k+l)|m-n|y j'• 1-̂ ̂ 1 l/  ̂ 1  ̂ 1 1 *

We have, thus, proved that, if relation (1) holds for P = k, then it 
holds for p = k+1.

So, we are done. □

Claim 2. For each quadruple of natural numbers <k,l,m,n> , with 1 ^ 0, 
it holds that

{(W. ) ( £ V  =£k+lv ),(Vv. ) (£''+%. =£’‘'*̂ v. ) ) f= (Vv ) C£V=£'"^ I'"'" L.lij I2 I2 2̂ ^ °

Proof of the claim
Let us take m > n and p such that pi > n. By claim 1 , the 

following implications hold:
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Pv. = fk+ly. fky^ = fk+ply^

) — i>

f \  = P+P4, Pv, =
— > / — > } — >

rk+n+(m-n) ^ A + n  1 ^ k + p l ^ - n  ^ rk+pl
0 0 / '̂0 0

-^P^("’- n \  = f \  .

So, the equation

is implied. □

Claim 3 For any triple of natural numbers <k,m,n> , it holds that 

{ CVv„) ( f \  = fk+"vo), (VVq) (P v„ = P''\)}1= CVV(,) (f\„ = fk+g.c.d(m,n)y^)

Proof of the claim
Let us take m > n. If m = p.n, we are done. If not, let n̂  be 

the residue of the division of m by n. Then, m is written as pn+n^, 
for some p e w-1. The following implications hold:

f \  = ) £ ^ „  = £ k + P " + " i v ^

f'v, = I f \  =

f \  = £ ’'+P"£"ivo ) £ ^ 0  =
Claim 1 (__^

fky^ = f k + P n y ^  I = £ k + P " £ " l v o

£^0 =

So, the equation
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(Vvo)(fkvo =

is implied.
If iij is the greatest common divisor of m and n, then we are

done. If not, we divide n by n̂  and, if n̂  is the residue of the
division, we derive tlie equation

C¥v„)CPvo =

Continuing this procedure, after finitely many,steps, we derive the
equation

(VVgjCfkvo = fktg.c.d(m,n)y^) 0

We now advance to prove the lemma. For this purpose, let k,d,l 
and g be as defined on pg 105.

From claim 2 it follows that I implies the set 

{ bg) : fVvp (£’̂ '"V = £’'‘̂ V )  e £}

and, from claim 3, that the equation

CVv„)Cf\ =

is implied.
Also, if X is as defined on pg 103,we derive, in the same way,

that

I'|= -

So, by lemma 3.3.0., we get that

1 1= £^c = £l+2c .

We hâve proved, thus, that tlie equational theory of 1 includes 
the equational theory of

{(VVjj) (£\^ = £’'+‘̂v^), £^c = £^î§c}.

Conversely, each equation in Z is either of tlie form 

(Vv„) (£’" % „ =  £’̂ +\)

or of the form
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wliere |m-n| is a multiple of d or g, respectively.
In the first case, ive have that

h (VVoKPvo = 1=

H CVVq)(£\ = |= CVv„k P ^ \  =

while, in the second case, we have that '

( V V „ ) ( f \  = 1= ( V V g ) C f ^ % g  =

Through Lemma 3.3.0., we derive tliat

F c  = f= .

We have proved that the equational theory, generated by Z, is 
included in the equational theory, generated by the set

{(VVg)(f\ = , F C  = fl+Sc) .

The proof of the lemma has been completed. □

Lemma 3.3.2. Let Z be a finite subset of 0^ , which is not included
in Oj. Ihen, the equational theory, generated by Z , coincides wdth the
equational theory^generated by the set

{ ( W g V j ) C f \  = f V j )  , CVVg)(f’'Vg =

where :
a. k is the smallest natural number sucli tliat, for some term (p,

the non-tautology

(W) (f^v^ = cp) or (¥v) (cp = fV^)

is contained in Z
b. 1 is the smallest natural number such that, for some term cp,

the non-tautology

(W) (f̂ v̂  = cp) or (W}((p = f^v^)

or

(W) (f̂ c = (p) or (W) (cp = f̂ c)
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is contained in Z.

Proof

I prove, firstly, that

2 H {VVgVj)(f\g = (13

Because of the construction of either for some term (p not 
containing Vq , the equation

(Vv) (f’̂Vj, = (p)

is implied by Z, or , for some m e w-1 , tlie equation

(VVg^Cf^O =

is implied by Z.
In the first case , Z also implies the equation (¥v) (f̂ Vj = (p) . 

Relation (1) is, thus, deduced.
In the second case , since Z is not included in , an equation 

of the form

(VVgVj)(f’''̂ "Vg = iP),

where 0 doesn’t contain Vq , is implied by Z. If we choose p , so 
that pm > n , we deduce from claim 1 of Lemma 3.3.1. that the following 
implications hold

f ’ ^ V g  =  f ’^ ^ P ^ V g  1  £ \  = f ’^ + P ' ^ V g
2->- } " ^  j— > f’'v̂  = £P"''"(p

fk+%^ = (p J fk+Pniŷ  = “

Hence, exactly as in the previous case, relation (1) is deduced.-

We prove that
2 1= (Vv J  (£̂ c = £ V  ) (2)

If 1 is equal with k , we are done.
Suppose that 1 is smaller than k. Then, either an equation of 

the form

(VVg) (f̂ c = £’"%„)
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or an equation of the form

f^c = f^^^c (n > 1)

is,implied by Z.
In tlie first case , relation (1) implies that f equals

f^Vg and we are done.
 ̂ In tlie second case , we can choose P such that pn > k and,

thus, we can have that

F c  = = £^+P"c.= fkfl+fn-kc .
Using relation (1), we derive tliat Z implies the required equation.

We have proved, thus, relation (2).

Relations (1) and (2), obviously, imply that the equational theory, 
which is generated by the set

{(Vv„Vj)(£\ = £\),(VVj,3(£̂ c = £\)},

is included in the equational theory, which is generated by Z. The converse 
clearly holds. So we have proved the lemma. □

We use, now, the lemmas, in order to prove that the set of invariants 
f^ can be effectively discovered from Z and that it characterises the 
equational theor}'̂  generated by Z. (Tlieorems 3.3.3. and 3.3.4., respectively) 
We derive, in the obvious way. that 0 [Z] is base-decidable (TheoremLiCj
3.3.5.) and decidable (Theorem 3.3.6.). Finally, we pet the decidability 
of P^’s, for finite sets of f-equations (Tlieorem 3.3.6.):

Theorem 3.3.3. For any finite set Z of JC-equations, tlie set of 
invariants can be effectively discovered from Z; i.e. there exists 
an algoritlimic procedure that gives, for each finite Z, the set 1^

Proof
Before giving the procedure, we shall prove the following :

Claim If Z is a finite subset of 0^, whicli contains at least one 
equation of the form

(Vv̂ ) (£̂ v̂  = £^^3 ,
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for M and v distinct, and if the quadruple <k,d,l,g> is as defined 
on pg 105, tlien

a. For each i E w, equals <k,d> and
b. A^(c) equals <l,g>.

Proof of the claim
a. It is obvious that A^(v^) is not «>. So, A^(v^) is an ordered 

pair of natural numbers.
■>

From tlie axioms of derivation for equational logic (pg. 21 ) > 
deduce that the only non-tautologies containing variables , which are 
implied by I, are of the form

(Vv.)(f'V. = ,

with M and v not smaller than k. Hence, it follows tliat tlie first
member of A„(v.) is k.E 1 *

On the other hand, if we consider the equation

CVVg) (£V„ = £’̂ +'Vp , 03
c)r

any f-structure  ̂with domain {aQ,a^,...,a^_^} and f defined by 
the rule

%¥  V < d - l  .

is a model of it. If p is smaller than d, it holds that, for each
V < d,

(£2̂ 3 h a p  # a^ .

This implies that

V  p < d ,2t H  ( V v ^ 3 ( £ V  = £k+Py^3,

We have, thus, proved that, for any p < d,

CVVg)(£\ = £'^+\3 ¥ (Vvp(£^. = £’̂+Py.3 (23

Since, by Lemma 3.3.1.’, any non-tautology,containing variables,
implied by Z,must be implied by the equation (1),we deduce from relation 
'(2) that
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V P < d , 5 (¥v. ) (f̂ v. = fk+Py.) .

From this it,obviously, follows that the second member of A^(v^) is d,

We have proved that, for each i e (J,

A^CVf) = <k,d>

b. Exactly as before, we get that

A-̂ (v̂ ) = <l,g> . 

Consequently, by Lemma 3.3.0., we have that

Aj,(c) = <l,g>

This completes the proof of the claim □

We now advance to present the required procedure:
Check whether 1 c 0̂ . This can be done, since 1 is finite and 

is, by corollary 3.1.1., decidable. If yes, then, in order to find 
do the following:

Check whether there exist 1nvo distinct |i and v such tliat, 
for some i E w, the equation ÇVVj:) (f̂ v̂  ̂= f^v^) is in Z.
If yes, then, by the claim.

and

A^CVf) = <k,d>

Aj,(c) = <l,g> ,

which, because of lemma 3.3.1., can be recursively found. If 
no, then check whether there exist tivo distinct \i and v 
such that the equation f^c = f^c is in Z. If yes, then

and

AgCv^] = «

A^(c) = <l,g> .

If no, then Z is composed exclusively of tautologies, and

¥ g E G , A^(g] = «
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We have, thus, found A (g)’s.
It easily follows from Theorem 3.1.0. tliat, for any

two distinct ĝ  and g it holds that

B p g i , g p = ~

If no, then check whether I c This can be done, since 1 is finite 
and is, by corollary 3.1.1., decidable. If yes, then, in order to
find I , do tlie following:

Find the pair <k,l> , by the procedure given in Lemma 3.
3.2. It easily folloŵ s from the rules of derivation of
equational logic (pg. 21 ) that, for any pair of distinct
variables <v.,v.>, it holds that 1 ]

B^(Vf,Vj) = <k,k>

Bj,(v̂ ,c) = <k,l>

B^(c,Vi) = <l,k> .

From this we derive that

AgCc) = <1,1>

and that, for any v^ ,

A^(v^) = <k,1>.
If no, then,because of Theorem 3.1.2., 1 generates the equational theory 
Eq^. We have, thus, that

¥ g E G , A^(g) = <0,1>

and that, for any two distinct <g^,g^> ^ Ĝ,

t ̂ from 1.

B^(gi,g2) = <0,0>

This completes the procedure that enables us to effectively find
□

Theorem 3.3.4. For any two finite sets of f-equations I and I ,it 
holds that

12 = if and only if Gg^CZ] = G^^IT]
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Proof
' Direction of the theorem is obvious. We prove the converse 

direction:
Suppose that Gg^CZ] is different from Since the two

theories cannot be, at the same time, equationally inconsistent, and 
because of Hieorem 3.1.2., one of the following four cases holds:

Case 1. llie one set, say Z, generates Eq̂  and tlie other doesn’t.Tlien 
it holds that

Bĵ CVqjVi ) = <G,0>7 B^(Vq,Vj ) .

Case 2. Tlie one set, say Z, is included in 0̂  and tlie other is 
included in but not in . In this case,

ByCVo.Vj) = » ?! B (Vg.Vj)

Case 3. Both the sets are included in 0̂ . Then, either tlie one set 
consists exclusively of tautologies and the other doesn’t, in which 
case there exists a g e G such that

Aj,(g) ?! A^(g) ,
or both the sets contain non-tautologies , in which case, by Lemma
3.3.1., we get that

h kj+dj Ij litgi
0£ [{(VVoXf Vg = f Vg),£ c=£ c}] = 0gpi] /

kn ko+dp Ip + V
GcqfT] " Ogq[(CVVg)(£ Vg = £ Vg3,£ c = £ 2 ^2^}] .

From this we deduce that the two quadruples <kj ,dj ,1̂  ,ĝ > and 
<k2,d2,l2,g2> cannot be equal. Making use of the procedure,exhibited 
in the previous tlieorem, ŵe easily derive that, for some g e G ,

A^(g) f ApCg)-

Case 4. Both tlie sets are included in $2 but not in . In this 
last case, if <kj,l^> and <k2,l2> are as defined in Lemma 3.3.2. 
for Z and T, respectively, and because of the fact tliat

0Eq[{(VVoVj3C£ Vj = £ ‘vj),(Vvg)(£ Vg = £ 'c)}] = OggCS] f
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^ = 0£q[{ (VVgV; ) (£ = f ) , (VVg) (£  ̂Vg = £ ^C))] ,

we conclude that eitlier f kg or 1̂   ̂Ig • Consequently, either 

BjCVg.Vj) ?!Rj.CVg,Vj3 or Bj,(Vg,c)  ̂BqCVg.c) .
/

We have proved that, in all four cases, if tlie equational theories 
generated by I and T differ, so do the setŝ  of invariants :. This 
completes the proof of tlie theorem. . □

Theorem 3.3.5. Let Z be any finite set of f-equations.Tlie equational 
theory, generated by Z , is base-decidable.

Proof
Find the set of invariants (By theorem 3.3.3., there exists an 

algorithmic procedure for doing this). Then, for any finite I c Eq̂  ,

Find the set of invariants and check whetlier
(this can be done, since the "tvo sets are , obviously, 
recursive). If yes, then I is a basis of G^_[Z]. If no,Lq
then I is not a'basis of G„ [Z].Eq □

Theorem 3.3.6. Let Z be any finite set of f-equations. The equational 
theory, generated by Z, is decidable. ^

Proof
The following is, obviously, a procedure for deciding whether 

jC-equation e is implied by Z:

Check whether Z u {e} is a basis of GL [Z] (this can behq
done, because of - the previous theorem). If yes, then 
8 E G^ [Z]. If no, then 8 ^ G^^CZ] . h □uq £iq

an

Theorem 3.3.7. There exist algorithms that enable us to decide whether, 
given a finite I c Ec  ̂ , it has each of the properties
and P̂ .
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Proof
Hie proof is an immediate consequence of theorems 3.2.O., 3.3.5. 

and 3.3.6.:
Hie base-decidability and the decidability of the equational theory, 

that is generated by an arbitrary finite 1 c Eq̂  , implies that the right- 
hand parts of the equivalences of Hieorem 3.2.0. are decidable predicates. 
Hence, the left-hand parts also are. 0
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§3.4. The decision problems of properties Pg - , in trivial
languages with more than one constant symbols.

Tpoughout this section, let

be any trivial language with arbitrarily many constant symbols.
We have tried to use the method,exliibitèT. in §3.2, in order to 

prove that all finitely based equational f-theories are base-decidable ■ 
and, thus, to give a quick positive answer to the decision problems of 
P^’s, for finite sets of jC-equations. Although we are almost certain that 
the method can be applied in the general case, we have not obtained the 
result, yet.

Since, as Theorem 3.2.0. indicates, the base-dccidability of all 
finitely based equational theories is a much stronger condition tl’an the 
one required in order for the decidability of P^ (ie {0,1,2,3,4,5}) to 
be taken, in what follows, we shall try to prove the base-decidability of 
each one P̂ , separately:

We prove, firstly, a series of lemmas:

Lemma 3.4.0. Let 1 be any finite set of X-equations , which is included 
in 0 .̂ I implies 0  ̂ if and only if the following two conditions hold:

a. There exists a pair <n,i> e (w-1) x w, such tliat either

(Vv̂ ) (f v̂^ = v^) E Z or (Vv̂ ) (v̂  = f%^) e 2

b. 1 is the greatest common divisor of the set

{|m-n| : (¥v̂ ) (f v̂̂  = f’̂v̂ ) e i]

Proof.
If 1 satisfies the two conditions, then Lemma 3.3.1. leads us to 

the conclusion that the subset of I, which contains no constant synbols, 
generates the equational theory

QE^’(VVg)(Vo = fVo)] = 0,.

'It holds, thus, that
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Z H *1 ,

and direction o£ the lemma is proved.

We prove the converse direction.
Suppose that at least one condition is not satisfied by Z. We shall 

show tliat:

Claim Every model 21 of can be extended to a model 21 ' of Z, that 
is not a model of

Proof of the claim
Let 21 be any model of 0̂  .
i. If for Z condition a. doesn’t hold? take as 21 ' any extension of

21 by a new element a' , such that f^ (a') e A. Since 21 is a model of the
equation (VVq)(Vq = fvg), it is obvious that

; £^^’(f^’(a')) =

and , consequently, that

31' ¥ CVVg)(£\ =(vg) (1)

From (1) and the construction of Z it easily follows that 21 ' is a model 
of all the equations of Z, which contain variables. It is also obvious
that 21 ' satisfies all the equations,without variables^that 21 does. We
have found, thus, an extension 21 ' of 21 ̂ such that

(2T 1= Z) A (21' H ’

and, so, we are done.
ii. If for Z condition a- holds but condition b. doesn’t , then 

lemma 3.3.1. implies that the part of Z, which contains variables, generates 
the equational theory

0EqC(¥Vg)(£^Vg = Vg)] . .

for some d E  w - 2. Consequently,

2 c 0EqC{(Vvo)(£^vo=Vg)}u{c. =c. 5}] (1)

Take now as 21 any extension of 21 by d neŵ  elements ag,a^, 
...,a _̂2 > such that
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and

It can be easily checked that, because of (1),2l' is a model of I, which 
doesn’t satisfy the equation

y
CVVo)(fv^ = v̂ )

This completes the proof of the claim □

Since the claim assures us that, if 1 doesn’t satisfy at least 
one of conditions a and b, we can always find a model of it wliich is 
not a model of 0%, we derive that, in this case,

2 |A (Dj

and the proof of direction of the lemma is finished □

Lemma 5.4.1 Let 1 be any finite set of X-equations, which is included 
in 0%. I implies 02 if and only if it is not included in and , for
some i E (0 and some term (p, the non-tautology

(¥v) (fVj. = cp)

or its reverse is contained in Z.

Proof
Direction of the lemma is proved exactly as in Lemma 3.3.2.

We prove the converse derection:
Suppose that either Z is also included in or there is no term ̂ 

such that the equation

(W ) (fv^ = cp)

or its reverse is contained in Z. We shall prove the following:

Claim Every model 21 of 0 ̂  can be extended to a model 21 of Z ,which
is not a model of 0% .
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Proof of the claim
Let 21 be any model of ^2*
i. If 1 is included in , we work as in case i of the previous 

claim and we construct the required 21'.
ii. If Z contains no equations of the form

(¥v) (fv. = cp) or (¥v) (cp = fv. ) ,1 1
then it is composed exclusively of equations of the form

(VVfVj) (f’̂Vf = f̂ Vj) or (Vv̂ ) (f̂ v̂  = cp) or (p = 0 ,
2

for <m,n> in (w-2) and cp,0 constant terms. In this case, take as 
21' any extension of 21 by two new elements . and â  , such that

f̂  ̂ (aj) = f'^Cag), for some â  e A, and f^^ (â ) = â

It is obvious that, since f ̂  (â ) is different from f ^  (Sg), 
21'/is not a model of 0̂ . It is also obvious that, since, for any nEw-2, 

(aj) = f^^"(ag) = f^^"(ag), 21' is a model of Z. Tliis completes the 
proof of the claim, from which the proof of direction -> of the lemma 
follows. □

Now, it is the right tune to complete the proof of relation c. of 
Theorem 3.2.0., which we have left unfinished. It remains to prove direction 

of the relation:
Suppose that Z satisfies neither of relations

C 0e^[2] c

and

Tlién, Tlieorem 3.1.2. shows that either G^^[Z] = Eq  ̂ , in which case Z 
doesn’t have property P̂ , or

(2 c f j )  A (2

or

(2 c  A (2 H 1>2)

In the last two cases,the claims, included in the proofs of Lemmas 3.4.0. and
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3.4.1., imply that we can find tivo infinite models 21 and 21 of Î such 
that

(3iC2i') A (21|= (VVg)(fVg=Vg)3 A Cjf Y CVVg3(fV^=Vg)3

or

(21<=21') A (211= (¥vQVj)(fvQ=fv^)) A (21' Y (Vvg) (fv̂  = fvj)) ,

respectively. Consequently, 1 doesn’t have property and we are 
done , □

Lemma 3.4.2. Let Z be any finite set of X-equations, such that

q  c GgqCZ] c .

Z generates 0̂  if and only if, for any two distinct j ̂ and in J,
there exists a finite sequence ' . ‘

of equations in Z n (0̂  - 0^),sudi that
i. for every v e n, £^ and £̂ ^̂  have a constant s)mbol in common, 

and
ii. c, is in £n and c. is in £ .ll ° 32 n

Proof Obvious □

Lemma 3.4.3. Let 1 be any finite set of X-equations,such that

®2- C ^ ̂ 2 •
Z generates 0^ if and only if, for every j e J, there exists a term f(p, 
such that a finite sequence of equations

ĉ  = c. = c. = ... = c
'n] ]i Ü2 • 3,

and one of the following two equations

(Vv)(c. =f(p) , (¥v)(f(p.= c. )
n 3^

are in Z.
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Proof Obvious □

We now advance to construct decision procedures for checking whether, 
given a finite 1 c Eq^ , it has each one of properties Pq , and Pg :

For properties Pg and P̂

Check whether G^^CI] = 0"̂ , using the following procedure:

Check whether Z c 0"̂ (this can be done, since 
0*1 is, by Corollary 3.1,1., decidable). If no, 
then Gg^[Z]  ̂0*̂ . If yes, then check, by the 
procedure given in Lemma 3.4.0., whether Zt= Oi.
If no, tlien G^^CZ]  ̂0*̂ . If yes, then check, 
by the procedure given in Lemma 3.4.2.,whether

has the properties Pg and
= 'F? •

If yes, then Hieorem 3.2.0, implies that Z
If no, then check whether G^^[Z] = , using the following procedure:

Check whetlier Z c If no, then G [Z] W2Lq
If yes, then check,̂ by the procedure given in
Lemma 3.4.1., whether Z ^ 02* If PO , then

then check , by the
procedure given in Lemma , 3.4.3. , whether

1 *

0£q[Z] ¥ If yes.

0Eq[2] = f 2.
has the properties Pq andIf yes, then Hieorem 3.2.0. implies that 

If no, then Hieorem 3.2.0. implies that Z has neither property P 
property P1 •

nor
□

For property P2

Check whether 0  ̂c 2 c 0 ,̂ using the following procedure:

checkCheck whether Z c 0. tlienJ. If yes
whether Z |= 0̂ , using the procedure given in 
Lemma 3.4.0.

If yes, then Hieorem 3.2.0. implies that Z has the property P,
If no, then check whether 0  ̂c 2 c Wg using tlie obvious procedure.Hieorem
3.2.0. implies that, if yes, then Z has the property Pg and if no, then
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1 doesn’t have the property P̂ . □

We have, thus, proved that

Theorem 3.4.4. In any trivial language X, properties Pg , P̂  and 
■ Pg are decidable for finite sets of X-equations.

The decision problems of properties , P̂  and P>̂ should now 
be examined:

Tn §3.3., we proved that they accept a positive solution^for finite
sets of equations of trivial languages with at most one constant S)mibol

It is also obvious that, if the language X contains infinitely
many constant symbols, the arbitrary finite set of X-equations, Z ,
doesn’t contain at least tim c.’s, say c. and c. . The existence]  ̂ 3i 32
of non-trivial models of Z, thus, implies the existence of models of Z
not satisfying the equation Cj: = c• . From this easily follows that,

J 1 J 2
given any finite Z c Eq^ , it holds that

2 t= <ji,j2> e J } ^ 0EqCf] = %  0 )

Theorem 3.2.0. and relation (1) obviously imply that there is no finite
set of X-equations with property Pt̂ or Pt̂ . They also inqily that the
only finite sets of X-equations having property P3 are the bases of
Eq^. The three properties have again been proved decidable.

In the case of trivial languages, with more than one.but finitely
many, constant symbol, ŵ e have not yet found an answer. As Tlieorem 3.2.0
implies,the problem would be positively solved if ŵ e were able to construct
an algorithm for deciding whether, given a finite 2 ^ Eq ,it holds that

X
1 1= (fCj = Cj : jej) u (Cj = "j) ,

or, equivalently, an algorithm for deciding whether , given a finite 
Z c Eq^ ̂ it holds that

¥ j E J , Ag(Cj) = <0,1>

V<ji,j > e j ^  > By(C4 ) = <0,0>
->1 ->2

Since such algorithms have hot been constructed up to now, the following 
question is still open:
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Question Are properties , P̂  and P̂  decidable for finite sets of 
equations of trivial languages with more than one but finitely many constant 
symbols ?
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